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even before there is ANY idea of where or whom to attack.
With such a mentality the only place to attack is
against the American people by restricting civil liberties.
At this point FTW advises against panic and against a
run on banks or food stores. The most important thing we
can do is to sit down with paper, pen and computers and
document every news report on every news agency,
especially those overseas. We already know that the major
media cannot be relied upon to tell us the whole truth.
Perspectives from both the left and the right have given us
a multitude of past stories where the truth has been hidden
rather than told.
The most important thing to watch now is the world
economy and to rely on our own ability to research,
document, record and think for ourselves.—Mike Ruppert,
Publisher/Editor: From The Wilderness; www.copvcia.com
Michael C. Ruppert
P.O. Box 6061-350
Sherman Oaks, CA 91413
(818) 788-8791 * fax (818) 981-2847
E-mail:mruppert@copvcia.com
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I suggest you all be alert and find out how many of the
MAJOR players were present at their offices when those
planes hit. I’m sure, that just as with the Oklahoma City
debacle, there will be revealing evidence by just checking
who was at their desk on Tuesday morning.
I ask that everyone who shares in our hopes will realize
that again I state emphatically and CLEARLY: We are NOT
in any way, shape, or form practicing politics or into
medicine or handling ANY KIND of “DRUGS”, medicines or
other things being discussed by anyone and shared with
our readers. Spelt is a better grain than wheat, especially
refined wheat and thus and so. It is an ancient grain and
because it first was known in the Ancient Iraq area does
NOT make it a political grain. It was Sumarian in recognition
and scattered all over everywhere, even into Southeast Asia.
The same holds true with the colloidals—these are
ancient things used effectively and are totally HARMLESS.
If they are considered as “medicines” or “drugs”, then why
do YOU NOT HAVE THEM AVAILABLE TO YOU?
I have never suggested that anything cures anything—
that is for the individual in point. Is it now going to be
unlawful to wash your hands under water even if you use
no soap? Moreover, the people who wrote about any
product, even Dr. Young and Mr. Martin, were actively
participating in New Gaia (and, yes, Dr. Young WAS
involved, for he was paid and expected to be paid from that
resource—every week).
Someone—and, yes we do know who all—gave
affidavits stating: “I have knowledge that these computers
have been used to distribute ‘drugs’...”. And, yes, if it goes
to direct court, those parties are on the line. So far the Feds
are obligated to protect their “sources” but they let too
much information slip through. Now, anyone who can claim
to have direct access to computers is someone who works
with those computers—right?
When we look at other things, we do find, however,
that even though there was an effort to remove things from
the CONTACT computers, there was enough left on them to
be most interesting indeed and certainly full information as
to who and why a few of the “inside” people would be out
to “get” New Gaia.
I would add that the “collusion” then reached over to
Nevada Corporate Headquarters, with staff. Well, things do
come around, my friends, as NCH bought into NADN and now
there is a major suit against them and since Cort Christie is
NADN CEO, it is a difficult time even if nothing comes from
it. Truly, readers, it is a hard time on Planet Earth.
Yes, I know that our readers could always, back in the
U.S. when life was far different, expect an immediate meeting
with “me”, some doughnuts to soothe the body, and tapes

to be played later to soothe the nerves. So, at the Trade
Center, New York City, those incredible terrorist activities fit
the mold of proper importance but my speaker is thousands
of miles distant in a foreign land and can’t run over to somewhere
else to share. We can’t even put it to tape because the audiotapes
are intercepted even though there is nothing to “intercept”.
WE DO NOTHING TO EVEN BRING ATTENTION TO
ANYTHING. WE CAN, HOWEVER, SHARE A LOT OF THINGS,
RUMORS, ARTICLES AND SOME SPECULATION
ALREADY RUNNING ABOUT, ON THESE TOPICS AT
HAND AND AT THE LEAST SHARE OBSERVATIONS.
This is why I ask that you pay attention to the money
circumstances around the globe AND PAY CAREFUL
ATTENTION TO THE METALS MARKETS—a lot of
records BIT THE DUST (OR ASHES AS THE CASE IS).
Regarding the terrorism, let us just share the paper
“Banner Line” today: “Bin Laden group planned plane
attacks 6 years ago. (Story on page 4)”
Now, when you get to page 4 it is a full-face jab. It was
planned and worked out in the Philippines—6 years ago. Just
a bit different, same players, however, and it is NOT lost on
Filipinos that the Abu Sayyaf terrorists, along with BIN LADEN—
WERE TRAINED BY THE CIA AND MOSSAD FOR
AFGHANISTAN. SO GUESS WHERE YOU END UP TODAY?
Bad as it may be for the U.S. to believe, it is generally
thought, and the babble is, that the “Jews” pulled this as an
inside job. This one act covers the financial debacles, gains
sympathy against the Arabs and Palestinians while
overnight the Israelis moved tanks, etc., into Palestine.
Possible? Well, we can offer some instances where it has
happened in the past to gain advantage. One of the more
evident episodes was the ship USS LIBERTY and which we
were again reminded by The American Free Press, not only
happened but finally, after years, fully admitted by participants
that it was truly an Israeli attack. And, yes, we can share that
with you but, again, I am not going to do revelations and
accusations because that is not our task at hand.
Could I share openly? Yes, but the moment that I do
so the enemies move into action AGAINST us. I write on
things like liquid oxygen and immediately the information is
passed on and the harangues hit. Things that have no claim
to medicine of any kind are twisted and cause great pain
and problems for everyone.
I will no longer give any cause to further hurt my
team—period.
It has been a few very bad days over in our camp also,
friends. The U.S. Embassy is in seclusion under heavy
guard. All U.S. citizens are again told not to go anywhere.
But worse, all flights to the U.S. are on hold and the
wonderment is “say what?”.
The banks all over Southeast Asia are in total
confusion and some, Malaysia specifically, have closed their
banks because of the incident in New York. Smart move.
Why? Because the rumors ARE that the whole incident
to the center of the World capitalism market is to cover the
collapse of the dollar and the markets. More likely, dear
readers, is to get rid of the information from the Metals
Global exchanges, holders and records.
Note that the WHOLE of the buildings were deliberately
set in detonation as to make very sure the whole of both
would be totally destroyed and no half-baked scheme to telltale. YOU SAW IT RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOU, CITIZENS.
THOSE BUILDINGS WERE BROUGHT DOWN EXACTLY
LIKE ANY OTHER BUILDING DEMOLITION—
ACCORDING TO PLAN—AND EXACTLY LIKE THE
FEDERAL BUILDING IN OKLAHOMA CITY WAS
SUPPOSED TO HAVE WORKED.
Are any of you awake yet? We certainly do not need
to nor wish to confuse you or cause you lack of
realization—right to the showing of a few Palestine villagers
and children thinking it great sport that someone took on the
big bad wolf called the U.S./Israel. And, no, there is no joke
here. We are talking Talmudic Zionists and Goyim—and
remember that everyone who is not a Talmudic Zionist IS A
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GOYIM. This just got well clarified in Africa via the United
Nations this week!
Can you go back to sleep, Global citizens? I certainly
wouldn’t expect it to be wise to do so, unless you are ready
to simply stay asleep for a very long time.
I would offer some interesting MAJOR networking
information being passed around on the text systems: “In
the City of York there will be a great collapse, twin brothers
torn apart by chaos. While the fortress falls, the great leader
will succumb. The third big war will begin when the big city
is burning.” (Nostradamus) (??)
Even the Filipinos are pretty confident, it seems, about
what that might mean.
The Filipino underground (the masa) is in fear today
and it is projected through the television news as they also
have constant and uninterrupted playing over and over of
the tragedy by CNN. The Filipinos are ACTUALLY IN
FEAR that the United States will take control of them (the
Philippines) as a “staging point” for “their” war.
Go back to the NOW KNOWN FACTS of the local Abu
Sayyaf and the ridiculous nonsense taking place in
Mindanao. One of the Congressional hearings taking place
in Manila is that the top Philippine military leaders in
Mindanao were “paid off” by elements in the Abu Sayyaf,
handsomely, to keep the Abu Sayyaf safe and free. Now
where would such money come from, friends? That bunch
is also armed to their teeth with weapons brought directly
through the CIA from ISRAEL. THIS IS COMMON
KNOWLEDGE HERE.
I do ask that the WASHINGTON POST articles be run
in the paper and see if you still think some bankrupt Arab
could pull off this kind of mass-murder.
Washington’s Backing of Afghan Terrorists:
Deliberate Policy
From www.tenc.net [Emperor’s Clothes]
Introductory note: In the Times of India article reprinted
on Emperor’s Clothes under the title “CIA worked with
Pakistan to create Taliban”, analyst Selig Harrison is quoted
as follows:
“‘The CIA made a historic mistake in encouraging
Islamic groups from all over the world to come to
Afghanistan.’ The U.S. provided $3 billion for building up
these Islamic groups, and it accepted Pakistan’s demand that
they should decide how this money should be spent,
Harrison said.”
I disagree. The creation of Islamist terrorist
organizations by the CIA has been a key part of U.S. policy,
first in attacking the Soviet Union, and since then in an ongoing war against Russia and the countries of the former
Soviet Union and against Yugoslavia.
As the following article from the Washington Post shows,
Washington was no distant financier of the Afghan terrorists,
unaware of how its money was being spent. Rather, it
controlled the action. Today, Washington publicly condemns
Islamist terrorism but this is two-faced, for at the same time
Washington and its partners continue to create, support and
manage Islamist terrorist and related groups (for instance, the
‘Kosovo Liberation Army’ terrorists). For Washington,
organized terror is a weapon of Empire.—Jared Israel.
Anatomy of a Victory: CIA’s Covert Afghan War
By Steve Coll, Washington Post, July 19, 1992
A specially equipped C-141 Starlifter transport carrying
William Casey touched down at a military air base south of
Islamabad in October 1984 for a secret visit by the CIA
director to plan strategy for the war against Soviet forces in
Afghanistan. Helicopters lifted Casey to three secret
training camps near the Afghan border, where he watched
mujaheddin rebels fire heavy weapons and learn to make
bombs with CIA-supplied plastic explosives and detonators.
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During the visit, Casey startled his Pakistani hosts by
proposing that they take the Afghan war into enemy
territory—into the Soviet Union itself. Casey wanted to
ship subversive propaganda through Afghanistan to the
Soviet Union’s predominantly Muslim southern republics.
The Pakistanis agreed, and the CIA soon supplied
thousands of Korans, as well as books on Soviet atrocities
in Uzbekistan and tracts on historical heroes of Uzbek
nationalism, according to Pakistani and Western officials.
“We can do a lot of damage to the Soviet Union,”
Casey said, according to Mohammed Yousaf, a Pakistani
general who attended the meeting.
Casey’s visit was a prelude to a secret Reagan
administration decision in March 1985, reflected in National
Security Decision Directive 166, to sharply escalate U.S.
covert action in Afghanistan, according to Western officials.
Abandoning a policy of simple harassment of Soviet
occupiers, the Reagan team decided secretly to let loose on
the Afghan battlefield an array of U.S. high technology and
military expertise in an effort to hit and demoralize Soviet
commanders and soldiers. Casey saw it as a prime
opportunity to strike at an overextended, potentially
vulnerable Soviet empire.
Eight years after Casey’s visit to Pakistan, the Soviet
Union is no more. Afghanistan has fallen to the heavily
armed, fraticidal mujaheddin rebels. The Afghans
themselves did the fighting and dying—and ultimately won
their war against the Soviets—and not all of them laud the
CIA’s role in their victory. But even some sharp critics of
the CIA agree that in military terms, its secret 1985 escalation
of covert support to the mujaheddin made a major difference
in Afghanistan, the last battlefield of the long Cold War.
How the Reagan administration decided to go for
victory in the Afghan war between 1984 and 1988 has been
shrouded in secrecy and clouded by the sharply divergent
political agendas of those involved. But with the triumph of
the mujaheddin rebels over Afghanistan’s leftist government
in April and the demise of the Soviet Union, some
intelligence officials involved have decided to reveal how
the covert escalation was carried out.
The most prominent of these former intelligence officers
is Yousaf, the Pakistani general who supervised the covert
war between 1983 and 1987 and who last month published
in Europe and Pakistan a detailed account of his role and
that of the CIA, titled “The Bear Trap”.
This article and another to follow are based on extensive
interviews with Yousaf as well as with more than a dozen
senior Western officials who confirmed Yousaf’s disclosures
and elaborated on them.
U.S. officials worried about what might happen if
aspects of their stepped-up covert action were exposed—or
if the program succeeded too well and provoked the Soviets
to react in hot anger. The escalation that began in 1985
“was directed at killing Russian military officers,” one
Western official said. “That caused a lot of nervousness.”
One source of jitters was that Pakistani intelligence
officers—partly inspired by Casey—began independently to
train Afghans and funnel CIA supplies for scattered strikes
against military installations, factories and storage depots
within Soviet territory.
The attacks later alarmed U.S. officials in Washington,
who saw military raids on Soviet territory as “an incredible
escalation”, according to Graham Fuller, then a senior U.S.
intelligence official who counseled against any such raids.
Fearing a large-scale Soviet response and the fallout of such
attacks on U.S.-Soviet diplomacy, the Reagan administration
blocked the transfer to Pakistan of detailed satellite
photographs of military targets inside the Soviet Union,
other U.S. officials said.
To Yousaf, who managed the Koran-smuggling program
and the guerrilla raids inside Soviet territory, the United
States ultimately “chickened out” on the question of taking
the secret Afghan war onto Soviet soil. Nonetheless,
Yousaf recalled, Casey was “ruthless in his approach, and

he had a built-in hatred for the Soviets.”
An intelligence coup in 1984 and 1985 triggered the
Reagan administration’s decision to escalate the covert
program in Afghanistan, according to Western officials. The
United States received highly specific, sensitive information
about Kremlin politics and new Soviet war plans in
Afghanistan. Already under pressure from Congress and
conservative activists to expand its support to the
mujaheddin, the Reagan administration moved in response to
this intelligence to open up its high-technology arsenal to
aid the Afghan rebels.
Beginning in 1985, the CIA supplied mujaheddin rebels
with extensive satellite reconnaissance data of Soviet targets
on the Afghan battlefield, plans for military operations
based on the satellite intelligence, intercepts of Soviet
communications, secret communications networks for the
rebels, delayed timing devices for tons of C-4 plastic
explosives for urban sabotage and sophisticated guerrilla
attacks, long-range sniper rifles, a targeting device for
mortars that was linked to a U.S. Navy satellite, wire-guided
anti-tank missiles, and other equipment.
The move to upgrade aid to the mujaheddin roughly
coincided with the well-known decision in 1986 to provide
the mujaheddin with sophisticated, U.S.-made Stinger
antiaircraft missiles. Before the missiles arrived, however,
those involved in the covert war wrestled with a wideranging and at times divisive debate over how far they
should go in challenging the Soviet Union in Afghanistan.
Roots of the Rebellion
In 1980, not long after Soviet forces invaded
Afghanistan to prop up a sympathetic leftist government,
President Jimmy Carter signed the first—and for many years
the only—presidential “finding” on Afghanistan, the
classified directive required by U.S. law to begin covert
operations, according to several Western sources familiar
with the Carter document.
The Carter finding sought to aid Afghan rebels in
“harassment” of Soviet occupying forces in Afghanistan
through secret supplies of light weapons and other
assistance. The finding did not talk of driving Soviet forces
out of Afghanistan or defeating them militarily, goals few
considered possible at the time, these sources said.
The cornerstone of the program was that the United
States, through the CIA, would provide funds, some weapons
and general supervision of support for the mujaheddin rebels,
but day-to-day operations and direct contact with the
mujaheddin would be left to the Pakistani Inter-Services
Intelligence agency, or ISI. The hands-off U.S. role contrasted
with CIA operations in Nicaragua and Angola.
Saudi Arabia agreed to match U.S. financial
contributions to the mujaheddin and distributed funds
directly to ISI. China sold weapons to the CIA and donated
a smaller number directly to Pakistan, but the extent of
China’s role has been one of the secret war’s most closely
guarded secrets.
In all, the United States funneled more than $2 billion in
guns and money to the mujaheddin during the 1980s,
according to U.S. officials. It was the largest covert action
program since World War II.
In the first years after the Reagan administration
inherited the Carter program, the covert Afghan war “tended
to be handled out of Casey’s back pocket”, recalled Ronald
Spiers, a former U.S. ambassador to Pakistan, the base of the
Afghan rebels. Mainly from China’s government, the CIA
purchased assault rifles, grenade launchers, mines and SA7 light antiaircraft weapons, and then arranged for shipment
to Pakistan. Most of the weapons dated to the Korean War
or earlier. The amounts were significant—10,000 tons of
arms and ammunition in 1983, according to Yousaf—but a
fraction of what they would be in just a few years.
Beginning in 1984, Soviet forces in Afghanistan began
to experiment with new and more aggressive tactics against
the mujaheddin, based on the use of Soviet special forces,
called the Spetsnaz, in helicopter-borne assaults on Afghan
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rebel supply lines. As these tactics succeeded, Soviet
commanders pursued them increasingly, to the point where
some U.S. congressmen who traveled with the mujaheddin—
including Rep. Charles Wilson (D-Tex.) and Sen. Gordon
Humphrey (R-N.H.)—believed that the war might turn
against the rebels.
The new Soviet tactics reflected a perception in the
Kremlin that the Red Army was in danger of becoming
bogged down in Afghanistan and needed to take decisive
steps to win the war, according to sensitive intelligence that
reached the Reagan administration in 1984 and 1985,
Western officials said. The intelligence came from the upper
reaches of the Soviet Defense Ministry and indicated that
Soviet hard-liners were pushing a plan to attempt to win the
Afghan war within two years, sources said.
The new war plan was to be implemented by Gen.
Mikhail Zaitsev, who was transferred from the prestigious
command of Soviet forces in Germany to run the Soviet war
in Afghanistan in the spring of 1985, just as Mikhail
Gorbachev was battling hard-line rivals to take power in a
Kremlin succession struggle.
Cracking the Kremlin’s Strategy
The intelligence about Soviet war plans in Afghanistan
was highly specific, according to Western sources. The
Soviets intended to deploy one-third of their total Spetsnaz
forces in Afghanistan—nearly 2,000 “highly trained and
motivated” paratroops, according to Yousaf. In addition, the
Soviets intended to dispatch a stronger KGB presence to
assist the special forces and regular troops, and they
intended to deploy some of the Soviet Union’s most
sophisticated battlefield communications equipment, referred
to by some as the “Omsk vans”—mobile, integrated
communications centers that would permit interception of
mujaheddin battlefield communications and rapid,
coordinated aerial attacks on rebel targets, such as the kind
that were demoralizing the rebels by 1984.
At the Pentagon, U.S. military officers pored over the
intelligence, considering plans to thwart the Soviet
escalation, officials said. The answers they came up with,
said a Western official, were to provide “secure
communications [for the Afghan rebels], kill the gunships
and the fighter cover, better routes for [mujaheddin]
infiltration, and get to work on [Soviet] targets” in
Afghanistan, including the Omsk vans, through the use of
satellite reconnaissance and increased, specialized guerrilla
training.
“There was a demand from my friends [in the CIA] to
capture a vehicle intact with this sort of communications,”
recalled Yousaf, referring to the newly introduced mobile
Soviet facilities. Unfortunately, despite much effort, Yousaf
said, “we never succeeded in that.”
“Spetsnaz was key,” said Vincent Cannistraro, a CIA
operations officer who was posted at the time as director of
intelligence programs at the National Security Council. Not
only did communications improve, but the Spetsnaz forces
were willing to fight aggressively and at night. The problem,
Cannistraro said, was that as the Soviets moved to escalate,
the U.S. aid was “just enough to get a very brave people
killed” because it encouraged the mujaheddin to fight but
did not provide them with the means to win.
Conservatives in the Reagan administration and
especially in Congress saw the CIA as part of the problem.
Humphrey, the former senator and a leading conservative
supporter of the mujaheddin, found the CIA “really, really
reluctant” to increase the quality of support for the Afghan
rebels to meet Soviet escalation. For their part, CIA officers
felt the war was not going as badly as some skeptics
thought, and they worried that it might not be possible to
preserve secrecy in the midst of a major escalation. A
sympathetic U.S. official said the agency’s key decisionmakers “did not question the wisdom” of the escalation, but
were “simply careful”.
In March 1985, President Reagan signed National
Security Decision Directive 166, and national security
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adviser Robert D. McFarlane signed an extensive annex,
augmenting the original Carter intelligence finding that
focused on “harassment” of Soviet occupying forces,
according to several sources. Although it covered
diplomatic and humanitarian objectives as well, the new,
detailed Reagan directive used bold language to authorize
stepped-up covert military aid to the mujaheddin, and it made
clear that the secret Afghan war had a new goal: to defeat
Soviet troops in Afghanistan through covert action and
encourage a Soviet withdrawal.
New Covert U.S. Aid
The new covert U.S. assistance began with a dramatic
increase in arms supplies—a steady rise to 65,000 tons
annually by 1987, according to Yousaf—as well as what he
called a “ceaseless stream” of CIA and Pentagon specialists
who traveled to the secret headquarters of Pakistan’s ISI on
the main road near Rawalpindi, Pakistan.
There the CIA specialists met with Pakistani intelligence
officers to help plan operations for the Afghan rebels. At
any one time during the Afghan fighting season, as many
as 11 ISI teams trained and supplied by the CIA
accompanied the mujaheddin across the border to supervise
attacks, according to Yousaf and Western sources. The
teams attacked airports, railroads, fuel depots, electricity
pylons, bridges and roads, the sources said.
CIA and Pentagon specialists offered detailed satellite
photographs and ink maps of Soviet targets around
Afghanistan. The CIA station chief in Islamabad ferried
U.S. intercepts of Soviet battlefield communications.
Other CIA specialists and military officers supplied
secure communications gear and trained Pakistani instructors
on how to use it. Experts on psychological warfare brought
propaganda and books. Demolitions experts gave
instructions on the explosives needed to destroy key targets
such as bridges, tunnels and fuel depots. They also
supplied chemical and electronic timing devices and remote
control switches for delayed bombs and rockets that could
be shot without a mujaheddin rebel present at the firing site.
The new efforts focused on strategic targets such as
the Termez Bridge between Afghanistan and the Soviet
Union. “We got the information like current speed of the
water, current depth of the water, the width of the pillars,
which would be the best way to demolish,” Yousaf said. In
Washington, CIA lawyers debated whether it was legal to
blow up pylons on the Soviet side of the bridge as opposed
to the Afghan side, in keeping with the decision not to
support military action across the Soviet border, a Western
official said.
Despite several attempts, Afghan rebels trained in the
new program never brought the Termez Bridge down,
though they did damage and destroy other targets, such as
pipelines and depots, in the sensitive border area, Western
and Pakistani sources said.
The most valuable intelligence provided by the
Americans was the satellite reconnaissance, Yousaf said.
Soon the wall of Yousaf’s office was covered with detailed
maps of Soviet targets in Afghanistan such as airfields,
armories and military buildings. The maps came with CIA
assessments of how best to approach the target, possible
routes of withdrawal, and analysis of how Soviet troops
might respond to an attack. “They would say there are the
vehicles, and there is the [riverbank], and there is the tank,”
Yousaf said.
CIA operations officers helped Pakistani trainers
establish schools for the mujaheddin in secure
communications, guerrilla warfare, urban sabotage and
heavy weapons, Yousaf and Western officials said.
The first antiaircraft systems used by the mujaheddin
were the Swiss-made Oerlikon heavy gun and the Britishmade Blowpipe missile, according to Yousaf and Western
sources. When these proved ineffective, the United States
sent the Stinger. Pakistani officers traveled to the United
States for training on the Stinger in June 1986 and then set
up a secret mujaheddin Stinger training facility in Rawalpindi,

complete with an electronic simulator made in the United
States. The simulator allowed mujaheddin trainees to aim and
fire at a large screen without actually shooting off expensive
missiles, Yousaf said. The screen marked the missile’s track
and calculated whether the trainee would have hit his
airborne target.
Ultimately, the effectiveness of such training and battlefield
intelligence depended on the mujaheddin themselves; their
performance and willingness to employ disciplined tactics varied
greatly. Yousaf considered the aid highly valuable,
although persistently marred by supplies of weapons such
as the Blowpipe that failed miserably on the battlefield.
At the least, the escalation on the U.S. side initiated
with Reagan’s 1985 National Security Directive helped to
change the character of the Afghan war, intensifying the
struggle and raising the stakes for both sides. This change led
U.S. officials to confront a difficult question that had legal,
military, foreign policy and even moral implications: In taking
the Afghan covert operation more directly to the Soviet enemy,
how far should the United States be prepared to go?
© 1992 Washington Post. Posted for Fair Use Only
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The other hearings are revolving around who is
responsible for drug traffic and a real standoff by one, Col.
Corpus who accused the past administration and specifically
Gen. Ping Lacson, now Senator, former head of the Philippine
National Police of money laundering, drugs, graft, corruption,
murder and you name it. Funny thing is that this Col. Corpus
was formerly with the Communist Party and spent a lot of time
in prison—but came out of prison in fine fettle, changed his
allegiance and was again put into the Philippine Military.
Strangely enough Col. Corpus works for the current
administration who seems to have authorized his very unusual
intelligence-gathering methods—in hand with leaked
information from the FBI and Intelligence services just about
everywhere there are establishment banks to either fabricate
accounts or prattle about same. Corpus is head of the military
“intelligence” group here and was, it is said by him, ordered
to do the investigation—by the President (GMA). Is this true?
I will tell you, again: The minute “recess” came Lacson
headed to Hong Kong in route to the U.S. Simultaneously
one of the named drug lords also headed to Hong Kong and
parts unknown, although he claims to have nothing to do
with drugs.
Ah, but: So too did Col. Corpus head for Hong Kong—
IN ROUTE TO ISRAEL.
I also suggest that young Bush check out his Father’s
enemies before he goes off on a flying vacation. It is now
stated that his plane was one of the targets in this biggerthan-life escapade.
Of course, it isn’t over—this is the blast off, people.
However, friends, be patient with us, for this is a
massive impact to us—as people are afraid we are going to
leave them without hope or possibilities. No, we will keep
right on, for everything we do can be open to all the
surveillance anyone wishes to focus on our humble beings.
I will say that it is now recognized that the technology
available today puts their holdings in jeopardy of being
stolen by confiscation and frankly the Philippine people
believe it will be and is orchestrated by the Great Satan, the
United States of America.
In view of other things making it very difficult to attend
this job, Dharma again resigned having had enough already.
She actually wanted to just go home and attend her family
and forget she ever heard of me or any such thing as
hoped-for freedom, peace or security.
Pay attention, readers, Bin Laden does not wear a blue
turban or flag—but guess who does!
The Israelis, we see by the news of course, have
already moved tanks into the Palestine areas nearby. You
will also note the views of Saddam Hussein shaking his
guns, etc. Bite on it, chelas, and you are headed for trouble
beyond your dreams. You haven’t even started on the
missiles, biological agents or chemicals. Moreover, the good
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kids in the Fed and the FDA are NOT going to let you have
anything which might give you a fighting chance.
I have recently reminded you that you might actually
need a few emergency supplies, first aid kits and a secure
place to put your bodies. I suggest you refresh your
possibilities.
Another headline from TODAY: “Asian stocks plunge
after terrorists attack U.S. cities.”
And, oh, my, the IMF is shutting down its upcoming
meeting of this week? There really ARE troubles in “River
City”.
Now let’s look back six years ago as suggested in
today’s paper:
[QUOTING The Philippine STAR, Thursday, September
13, 2001, Front Page-4th:]
BIN LADEN GROUP
PLANNED PLANE ATTACKS 6 YEARS AGO
Article by Jaime Laude
The use of hijacked commercial planes to attack key
structures in the U.S. was hatched in the Philippines by the
men of Saudi terrorist Osama bin Laden in 1994. [H: Wow,
they start off right there, don’t they? The only thing
missing is that the bin Laden “group” is/was fully set forth
and trained by the CIA-Mossad and have been under that
control ever since its formation.]
Sources in the local intelligence community disclosed
this yesterday as the government announced it is stepping
up efforts to hunt down Mohammad Jafal Khalifa, a brotherin-law of Bin Laden, the prime suspect in Tuesday’s terrorist
attacks on the U.S.
The Armed Forces Southern Command has also
tightened security measures over the country’s so-called
“backdoor”, which leads to Malaysia and Indonesia, in the
wake of the terrorist attacks in the U.S.
The plane attack, code named Project Bojinka, was
hatched by Bin Laden’s men Ramzie Yousef, Abudul Hakim
Murad and Wali Khan, who were convicted in the U.S. for the
first bombing of the World Trade Center in New York in 1993.
Under Project Bojinka, Bin Laden’s group would hijack
U.S.-bound commercial aircraft from the Philippines, South
Korea, Japan, Thailand, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore
and crash them into key structures in the U.S.
The authorities learned of Project Bojinka from diskettes that
were seized along with bomb paraphernalia from suspected
terrorists during a raid on their hideout on Jan. 7, 1995.
The suspects were holed up at Room 603 Josefa
Apartment on Quirino Avenue in Malate, Manila and were
awaiting the scheduled arrival of Pope John Paul II, whom
they were supposed to assassinate.
Murad, among the suspects arrested by local law
enforcers, admitted during questioning that they had been
frequenting the Philippines to establish a cell for their group.
He also told U.S. and Philippine authorities that he had been
taking flying lessons in the country in preparation for the attacks
they were planning on the headquarters of the U.S. Federal
Bureau of Investigation and Central Intelligence Agency.
Murad was subsequently extradited to the U.S. along
with Yousef, who was caught in Pakistan, and Khan, who
was arrested in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
The three terrorists were convicted by a New York
district court for the February 1993 World Trade Center
bombing which killed six people and wounded 1,000 others.
Among the witnesses who testified against them was
Superintendent Alex Monteagudo of the Philippine National
Police Intelligence Group (PNP-IG).
HUNT ON FOR BIN LADEN’S IN-LAW
Meanwhile, Presidential Spokesman Rigoberto Tiglao
said yesterday security forces have stepped up efforts to
find Khalifa since Abu Sayyaf bandits swooped down on a
Palawan resort and kidnapped 21 people on May 27.
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“They have been under surveillance. There are attempts
to really monitor their movements the past two to three
months. There have been reports (of terrorist plots) because
the brother-in-law of bin Laden set up a foundation in
Cotabato City but it’s been operating in Basilan,” Tiglao said.
Khalifa, through his foundation, has allegedly been
supplying arms and other logistics to Abu Sayyaf bandits,
some of whom also claim to have been trained in bin
Laden’s terrorist camps in Afghanistan.
Khalifa supposedly runs the International Islamic Relief
Organization which was organized in the country in 1991 as
the “social arm” of the Muslim World League, which is
based in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.
Khalifa registered the IIRO with the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) on Sept. 20, 1998 with its
principal office allegedly located in Marawi City.
The IIRO is supposed to undertake relief and financial
assistance to Filipino Muslims in terms of scholarships,
construction of mosques, hospitals and orphanages.
But authorities suspect that the organization has also
been involved in sending Filipino rebels along with
fundamentalist rebels FROM MALAYSIA AND
INDONESIA, TO BIN LADEN’S TERRORIST TRAINING
CAMPS IN AFGHANISTAN.
Marine Col. Frank Gudani, deputy commander of the
Armed Forces Southern Command, said Abu Sayyaf founder
Abduradjak Janjalani himself confirmed they had trained
abroad with bin Laden’s financial support.
“They (the Abu Sayyaf) think of themselves as being
under the umbrella of bin Laden,” Gudani said.
But Eid Kabalu, spokesman for the separatist Moro
Islamic Liberation Front (MILF), told radio station dzMM
yesterday morning that bin Laden could not have been
responsible for the World Trade Center bombing because
the Saudi billionaire was already allegedly bankrupt. [H: So,
who is left around that has enough money, even empty,
valueless money, to afford such operations? By the way, all
the banks, including the Fed, say they can furnish all the
liquidity needed to get through this terrorism attack.
What happens next?]
According to a Pakistan newspaper, Bin Laden himself
denied involvement in the plane attacks on Tuesday. “I
have nothing to do with it,” the Pakistani newspaper quoted
the terrorist as saying. [H: Believe it because when you
have this type of person with this magnificent show-andtell—they will take credit IF THEY DID IT.]
Bin Laden, long wanted by authorities for international
terrorism, is also known to have visited Mindanao through
the backdoor, Gudani said.
Gudani said the Southcom is tightening its watch over
the backdoor even as Southcom chief Lt. Gen. Gregorio
Camiling ordered the strengthening of the securities in all
strategic facilities, especially airports, in Western Mindanao.
(With contributions by Marichu Villanueva, Roel Pareno.)
[END OF QUOTING]
No, I don’t have much comment other than to hope
you see how easy it is to focus an entire global population
onto erroneous information and how rumors and outright lies
can fester and when told enough become accepted.
I remember that it was published by Rick Martin, no
less, that around Ekkers’ desk were CIA-looking documents.
Now, I ask YOU: What exactly do CIA-looking documents look
like? And, would Rick really know? How might he know?
WHY might he know? Not only that but certainly Mr.
Bellringer scattered that around the planet from Fantasia land.
And now Grandma V.K. has opened her own can of
worms (maggots?) and I don’t believe it is we in Manila who
might have visitors queuing at the door. INTERPOL yet? She
certainly is most welcome to her old ancient Gold Certificates.
Don’t we all wonder what V.K. promised Bellringer?
How about the Spectrum boys? And by the way, chelas,
somebody look up the “SPECTRUM PROJECT”.
For you who do not yet get The American Free Press
let us just share their first article with you:
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[QUOTING THE AMERICAN FREE PRESS, Vol. 1, of his neck. He died with his hands on the wheel.
Number 1, August 20, 2001. To subscribe: 1-888-699-NEWS:]
“They tried to murder us all,” Tourney said, “and send
the ship to the bottom.”
HEROES VINDICATED!
Israel has always maintained that the attack was an
accident despite a great deal of evidence to the contrary,
ESTABLISHMENT FINALLY ADMITS TRUTH
including testimony from two of the Israeli pilots involved
ABOUT USS LIBERTY
in the air assault, that the attack was intentional.
The spokesman for the Israeli Embassy, Mark Regev,
Exclusive to American Free Press, by Christopher Bollyn
told American Free Press that there is “no evidence” that
the attack was intentional.
The suppressed story of a brutal attack on a U.S.
Fifteen years after the incident, the senior Israeli lead
surveillance ship by Israeli jetfighters and torpedo boats pilot, named Amon Even-Tov, approached Liberty survivors
aired on the History Channel to the applause of survivors. and former Congressman Paul N. (Pete) McCloskey about his
The horrific details of the assault on the American role in the attack, according to James M. Ennes Jr., author
surveillance ship, USS Liberty, in which 34 sailors were killed of Assault on the Liberty.
and 171 injured, was the subject of a recent History Channel
Even-Tov told McCloskey that he had immediately
program, Cover Up: Attack On The USS Liberty.
recognized the Liberty as an American vessel and radioed
The program presented an unflinching account of the that information to his headquarters, but was told to ignore
“sneak attack” by unmarked Israeli jets and torpedo boats the American flag and continue his attack. He refused to do
on the Liberty during the 1967 Israeli-Arab war.
so and returned to base, where he was arrested.
The History Channel program, which was applauded by
Later, a dual-national, American-Israeli major told the
survivors of the attack as “excellent”, was jointly produced survivors that he was in an Israeli war room where he heard
with CBS news as part of History Channel’s “History Even-Tov’s radio report. The attacking pilots (two of whom
Undercover” series.
are reportedly dual-national Americans) and everyone in the
The year of the attack, Liberty Lobby was the only Israeli war room knew that they were attacking an American
national voice of consequence to report on this attack by ship, the major said. He later recanted the statement after
“our strategic ally”.
receiving threatening phone calls from Israel.
The assault on Liberty began in broad daylight, shortly
“The Israelis definitely identified the ship as American
after lunch on June 8, with an air assault by “at least 12 jets” and friendly,” Tourney said, “Our radios picked that up.”
that dropped napalm and left 870 rocket and cannon holes
Radio monitors as far away as Spain, Germany, and the
in the intelligence vessel.
U.S. Embassy in Lebanon picked up this transmission, which
Petty Officer Phil Tourney, who was on the ship at the then-U.S. Ambassador to Lebanon Dwight Porter had
time, told American Free Press that the initial attack was confirmed. Unfortunately, the U.S. government has shown
meant to “soften us up” and “prepare the ship to be sunk” no interest in hearing these first-person accounts.
by an imminent torpedo boat attack.
The pilot’s protests about the vessel being an American
During the attack, the Israeli jets jammed the ship’s radar ship were also picked up by a National Security Agency
and knocked out the communications antennae. The pilots (NSA) surveillance plane flying high overhead during the
targeted the lifeboats and watertight doors so as to ensure attack, according to James Bamford, author of a recent book
that the torpedo attack sank the vessel, with “all hands on the NSA, Body of Secrets.
lost”, according to Tourney.
A forthcoming film, Loss of Liberty, produced by Tito
Only one SOS message reached the 6th Fleet’s Saratoga, Howard, is expected to be completed by mid-September and
which launched aircraft to defend the Liberty. However, for will be noticed in AFP. It focuses on the undisclosed dirty
some unknown reason these planes were called back by details of the attack on the Liberty.
[END OF QUOTING]
President Lyndon B. Johnson, and the defenseless Liberty
I would share a couple of picture captions: “On
was left to fend for herself.
Experts have speculated that the attack was intended to June 8, 1967, the Israeli armed forces, in jets and
prevent the government from knowing about the imminent torpedo boats, launched a full scale attack against the
Israeli move to conquer the Golan Heights of Syria, or the USS Liberty, an intelligence gathering ship—even after
massacre of more than 1,000 captured Egyptian soldiers in Israeli reconnaissance aircraft clearly identified the
ship as American. The vicious attack left 34 U.S.
El Arish, within eyesight of sailors on the Liberty.
According to eyewitnesses of the film footage, the initial Marines and sailors dead and 171 injured—the attack
air attack lasted about 30 minutes, during which time the ostensibly carried out to silence America’s knowledge
vessel was clearly flying an oversized American flag. of Israeli operational plans. Lifeboats lowered over the
According to survivors, the ship had been overflown by 13 side awaiting survivors were machine-gunned from
Israeli torpedo boats. At the time of the attack the
Israeli reconnaissance sorties during the morning.
The air assault was followed by an attack by three Liberty had been flying a brand new 5-foot-by-8-foot
Israeli torpedo boats that fired 5 torpedoes. Any one of the American flag. The assault on the Liberty lasted
torpedoes would have sent Liberty to the bottom had it not several hours. An attack like this by any other nation
been for the action of Petty Officer Francis Brown, from would have resulted in a declaration of war.”
I suggest every one of you readers get the story (we
Troy, New York, who took the helm, and under the command
of the badly wounded captain, maneuvered the ship to avoid have published it several times) and you will see that the
4 of the 5 torpedoes. One torpedo hit the ship leaving a 40- story gets worse than this little teaser. The men who finally
foot hole, but fortunately struck an I-beam, which prevented survived in spite of everything the U.S. could do to aid and
abet their demise were finally ordered to secrecy and to
it from sinking the ship.
Tourney said that Brown “deserves the Congressional Medal never speak about the incident.
You have come a long way down that road to
of Honor” for his heroic action that saved hundreds of lives.
[H: And you are going to find that on this past Tuesday Hell, my friends, perhaps you should start trying a bit
there was a handful of brave men who prevented the downed harder at looking at TRUTH.
So, friends, if you think it is impossible to
aircraft in Pennsylvania from hitting its intended target.
Oh, there were heroes you have yet to learn about on suggest clandestine conspiracies—THINK AGAIN. IT
Tuesday, September 11 in the United States of America.] IS YOUR LIFE, HUMANS!
Think hard on these things.
“Francis didn’t flinch,” Tourney said. “The bridge was
Good afternoon, GCH
full of blood; it was pure hell up there—I was fighting the
napalm fire. A 50-caliber round went right through the back dharma
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Addiction VS. Disease
9/8/01—#1 (15-023)
RE: DENTAL FOCUS: RON CARLSON, SPELT
TID-BIT; LEONARD RIDZON AND MORE ON
ADDICTIONS, DISEASE AND DEPENDENCY.
BEWARE THE CODEPENDENCY CONSPIRACY,
FOR IT CAN BE MORE DESTRUCTIVE THAN
THE SHADOW GOVERNMENT
*******REQUEST PLEASE******
Hatonn—Please run Dr. Ron’s dental lecture
[MM: see below] as soon as space can be found.
Bad teeth are, without your realizing it, the single worst
cause of chronic infections which are systemic in
presentation. Bad teeth go hand in hand with gross
poverty and worse yet, the dental techniques prevailing
today may well make for a nice smile but the problems
are simply covered and have to drain into the system.
Why the non-progression of better care?
Money, of course! We will again be giving a
forum for better health and care.
We are extremely glad and blessed to have Dr. Ron
Carlson back in his capacity as a dental pioneer.
[QUOTING:]

Health-Destroying Root Canals
By Dr. Ron Carlson, September 5, 2001
Times have changed! In the thirty-five years I have
been allowed to practice this honorable profession of
dental surgery, I have witnessed the primary focus of
the profession shift from attaining advanced skills in
dental arts and sciences—thus being a better practitioner
who is better equipped to assist the patient, to how to
build a million-dollar practice. The focus has changed.
Look at what is available in the continuing-education
field for dentists, the professional dental journal
focusing on Looking Good, the eternal quest for a
youthful white smile, the current trends in our society
to amass material wealth at the cost of one’s
integrity; and one may readily confirm this
observation. I believe, however, this too will change.
A corollary, and equally shocking matter, is that of
obscenely high costs of dental care. When I graduated
from the University of Michigan in 1969, the cost of a
full crown—a covering of the entire tooth that protects
it from damage—was $85.00. That was a fair amount
at that time. Today the cost in Honolulu ranges from
$1000.00 to $2000.00 per tooth for a crown; and, a fixed
dental bridge replacing a missing front tooth may cost as
high as $6,000.00, since this prosthesis (a device that
replaces a missing part of the body such as a tooth)
consists of two crowns and a false tooth fused in
between the support teeth (3 x $2,000 = $6,000).
Yet some things have not changed. The method of
cutting a tooth into a little peg so a crown or bridge may
be placed on top is still used, despite the availability of
new composite materials and adhesives. (Composites are
a class of ceramic materials very like the tooth structures’
enamel and dentine.) Unfortunately, as your dentist
removes most, if not all, of the outer covering—
enamel—of your tooth, cutting deep into the living layer

known as dentine, in preparation for that individual
crown or a support tooth for your bridge, the long-term
result shall be quite contrary to what you may expect.
An analogous situation to that of your tooth’s reduction
is that of stripping off the bark of a tree. The outer layer
of a tree, the bark, is there for a reason, as is the enamel
of your teeth. The bark protects the underlying
cambium layer from external assaults such as weather,
insects, bacteria, fungus and viruses, and keeps the fluids
within the living tissues of the tree, maintaining its vitality.
The enamel of your teeth has an analogous reason for
its existence much like the bark of a tree. The enamel
covers the living portion of the dental organ (tooth)
known as the dentine, keeping the external environment
out of where it was not meant to be. Taking this
analogy one further step, the dentine of the tooth is the
equivalent of the soft tissue under the skin of your body.
This layer below the skin is identified as the dermis, that
which is within the epidermis, or skin. Remove the skin
and one looses fluids and is subject to infection, the
entrance of parasites within the core of the body. The
skin, or epidermis, and enamel, a specialized structure of the
skin, is the largest organ in the human body. Most do not
think of the skin-system as an organ, but it is so classified.
It has the vital function of protection of the internal
mechanisms of the human body from external agents.
Important to note, this methodology of cutting away
the healthy enamel (outer layer of a tooth) was established
at the beginning of the 20th Century, circa 1905. This
approach has been, and is, the method used today by the
vast majority of dentists in the United States,
approximately 144,000. Yet since 1980, materials have
been available that could reduce this invasive approach
for tooth protection and tooth replacement.
In this short article I shall offer a new method of
tooth protection and tooth replacement that does not
require the extensive cutting of the dental organ, what is
commonly known as a tooth. Important for clarity is
the fact that each dental organ, all 32 in the human
being’s mouth, has its own 1) blood supply, arteries and
veins; 2) nerve supply, both internal and external; 3
lymphatic system; 4) other living tissue known as
connective tissue within and without the identified tooth
form; and, finally, 5) the odontoblasts, the living cellular
elements of the pulp chamber extending their cellular
protoplasm into the dentine. The dental organ is a
hydraulic (water) system as is our entire body. As
water is withdrawn, the body will wither and die.
As one “reduces” a dental organ, or cuts it, the
tooth will wither and die. Rather than reduction,
one may augment a tooth and obtain results far
superior to that of the old way of doing things.
As we look together at the photographs presented we
see, for example, a tooth that, having had a root-canal
filling, a dead tooth having lost its hydration (water),
must be removed due to the bone infection (Photo A)
[MM: Photos A-E not available]. The next photo
shows the missing tooth and its surrounding teeth
that will become the support for the false tooth, or
pontic as it is known technically (Photo B).
In Photo E, one may see an example of a tooth that
has been prepared in the orthodox manner for a bridge
support. It literally looks like a pencil that has been
sharpened to a point, does it not? With our new
innovation, however, this need not be done!
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Unlike the traditional preparation of a tooth (Photo
E), all, or most all the natural tooth enamel is left
undisturbed (Photo C), while layers of composite are
placed over the stent hiding the wound site, and adhered,
or fused, to the support teeth. In about a half hour’s
time from this point, the false tooth (pontic) is built up,
contoured, shaped, given the appropriate natural tooth
color, and adjusted to its natural contours, reflecting as
closely as possible an ideal replacement (Photo D).
This newly finished, long-term, fixed composite bridge
may be easily changed or repaired in the future. Unlike the
traditional dental bridges composed of metal and ceramics
that have been constructed in a dental laboratory under
heat as high as 2100 oF, a very gentle blue light is used
to fuse the composite in place. The blue light causes
no harm to the teeth, and simply generates the photon
energy to cause the composite to harden.
The possibility just presented is not generally known
in the profession or within the public. In fact, the fixed
replacement of a missing tooth without tooth reduction
of its supporting associates, at the time of an extraction,
is unheard of in the profession.
However, step by step the work is being
communicated so that people realize that there is an
alternative to the normal invasive crown or bridge
approach. Besides avoiding the invasive nature of the socalled normal bridge construction, there are many other
advantages. As you review this Web page we encourage
you to keep asking the question, What is least damaging
to my teeth and body?
Draft Web-info with photos: End of simple info
ADVANTAGES OF NOT CUTTING YOUR TEETH
One major advantage is one needs only one
appointment to build a bridge with the new approach. If
there are other appointments necessary, they are brief and
not involved with the regular fitting and adjusting
procedures that the old methods require.
For example, beyond the first appointment using
the old method, requiring the cutting of the bridge
support teeth (See Photo E as an example of the end
result of the first appointment), there is a second
lengthy try-in appointment in which the metal frame
is set on the cut teeth and inspected as to its fit.
If problems are encountered at this try-in, new
impressions must be taken and a third appointment set
for another go at seeing if the metal frame fits properly.
In any case, the old method of bridging often will
take a minimum of two weeks, and often six to
eight weeks before the completion of the project.
Other difficulties with the old way may also be
encountered. By multiple fitting appointments, repeated
injections, removing and replacing the temporary bridge
frequently, trauma is induced to the remaining stubs of
the tooth, or teeth, increasing the likelihood of permanent
irreversible damage that will lead to death of the tooth.
If this should occur under a conventional bridge, a hole
must be drilled in the back of the bridge to solve the
problem with root canal therapy. This is like going from
the frying pan into the fire. Let me explain.
A physician friend of mine has labeled what you
know as a “root canal”, the end product of “root canal
therapy”, as a “root cadaver”. Shocking? Yes, because
that is what a dead tooth really is! The death of a
tooth, slowly or quickly, is due to loss of blood supply
to the internal aspect of the dental organ and infection
with parasites such as bacteria or other vermin. And
this, by medical definition is gangrene, clearly and simply
put. The technical name of a condition giving rise to a
dead dental organ is—gangrenous pulpitis. The latter
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process is due to some kind of trauma to the dental
organ, and in this case, due to the removal of all the
enamel from the underlying living tissue, dentine.
It is conservatively estimated today that 50% of all
teeth that are reduced to a pencil shape will succumb to
gangrenous pulpitis, pulpal death of the tooth. As you
may see, the odds are not on your side, are they? In my
experience of many years, most teeth I have been called
to remove are those that first had been cut radically for
a crown or a bridge support, then root canalled; and,
then, possibly, further surgery performed at the root tip
to treat the chronic infection known as abscess, finally
to be condemned as hopeless and extracted. This
scenario is repeated millions of times daily in our modern
and advanced technological society. An interesting
question I have posed is, how many systemic
conditions are either directly or indirectly related to
this so-called modern approach to saving teeth?
How often do we save the tooth at all costs, only to
bankrupt the patient and drive them into an early grave?
Ahhhh. The argument is brought before us: Where,
Dr. Carlson, is your evidence supporting this allegation?
Beyond my own research, which I shall offer in another
form at a later date in its fullness, I direct each reader
to the recent book offered by a specialist in the field of
endodontics, Dr. Meinig, ROOT CANAL COVERUP
EXPOSED, 1998, ST. MARTIN PRESS. Using the
research of Dr. Weston Price regarding the toxic nature
of dead teeth, the subsequent blood poisoning thereof by
same, Dr. Meinig gives a compelling argument for the
systemic impact of keeping dead teeth in the mouth.
A second and less well known researcher who
pointed to and verified the systemic impact of infected
teeth and gums was a physician who gave the
commencement address to the graduating class of McGill
University Medical School in 1911. His paper was so
compelling that it was published in the British Medical
Journal, 1912. He distinguished the concept Oral Sepsis
which has been the albatross about the neck of the dental
practitioner since. It was this one term, and its
application to dentistry, that blocked the retention of dead
teeth by the dentist until the 1940s and 1950s.
Dr. Hunter was the physician in charge of the
London Fever Hospital. In his work with patients, he
found remarkable improvements in the condition of
people if only the teeth and gums were cleansed each day
with carboxylic acid, a very mild solution, which brought
oxygen to the dead tissue of the mouth. He very
vociferously advocated the extraction of dead teeth,
roots, bone, and gum tissue; and, demonstrated with
his documentation the immediate improvement, if not
outright cure of conditions such as colitis, esophageal
reflux, gastritis, general gastro-intestinal upsets,
urinary tract infections, lung congestion, sinus
infections, blurring of the eyes due to mucous
discharge, rashes of the face, neck, thorax abdomen
and lower extremities, among others. His paper is
available in medical libraries for your further review.
Another fact that is now being acknowledge by our
medical doctors is that of the implications of dental
infections in the systemic conditions known as blood
vascular diseases. In May of this year, 2001,
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN reported that in about 72% of
the hardened arteries of patients with arteriosclerosis
(hardening of the arteries that leads to stroke and heart
attacks, among other congestive challenges), the bacteria
present in the arterial wall that was damaged were from
the mouth. Strange, I had been told repeatedly in dental
school 35 years ago, and even now by the dental/medical

experts in our trade organization, such as the ADA and
AMA, and our Public Health Departments, there is no
relationship of the teeth to the general health of human
beings. Could this be the old Blood-Poisoning Theory
revisited, now that we have the tools today revealing
actual facts pointed to long ago regarding the Focal
Theory of Infection, prevalent in the early 1900s? Could
it be that the disconnected theory—or as I like to call it,
the Disconnect Theory of Infection, being taught for the
past sixty or seventy years was based on misperceptions
of The Authorities? Could it be that a diffuse,
non-specific source of infection, an entity that could
not be pinned down and eradicated such as a focalized
root canal tooth, or for that matter any other focal
nidus of infection in the body, would lend itself more
readily to the exponential growth of the new
pharmaceutical industry emerging post World War II?
What is so strange, then, with finding bacteria in the
walls of our arteries, say in our kidneys, lungs, or legs
for that matter? To begin with, bacteria, viruses, and
fungus within the human body are termed infection.
An infection is: out-of-place vermin. If one has bacteria
culturing in the abdominal cavity around the
intestines, one has peritonitis, a very dangerous
condition, that if not treated successfully leads to death.
Well then, what is so dangerous about having a root
canal (remember, root cadaver) done? Simply, the dead
tooth is a perfect nesting site for vermin (bacteria, virus,
fungus, and toxic chemicals), for one cannot sterilize a
dead tooth no matter how hard one tries or how hard one
tries to avoid the topic! And, this now leads me to my
own experience for the past 20 years.
My dental research records go back to about 1983
when I first heard of these issues about dead teeth and
dental gum infections being implicated with general body
health problems. In school we had been taught, as I
have said before, that there was no relationship
between the two, the teeth and body. I knew that
concept was probably not true, but did not have the
disposition to do the independent research on the
subject, clarifying the issue. Frankly, I was chasing the
golden egg, having fun in the Sun, and growing a family
during the years just after dental school, the 1970s.
So, the research I started in the 1980s was
structured as follows: After the extraction of a tooth,
be it normal or root-canalled, I would send it to the
Medical Pathology Laboratory here in Honolulu for a
look-see, or more technically, histo-pathology study
by medical doctors called pathologists. I have
hundreds of case studies upon which to draw, but I’ll
only focus on the past year to date in this manuscript.
In this short time span, January 2001 until
September 2001, I have removed about 20 teeth which
had been treated with modern endodotic therapy, or, rootcanalled. In most cases there were no clear local clinical
problems such as swelling or pain in the mouth, the prime
standards for what the profession calls success. But,
most all patients had general systemic problems such as
cancer, dermatitis, lumps in the neck, urinary tract
infections, pain in remote areas such as the shoulder,
upper back, or lower back pain—typical I feel of blood
poisoning, since the kidney is the master filtration organ,
and general systemic tiredness. One chap had bad
breath, and had been sent by his wife, who had three
infected root-canal teeth removed in early 1998.
In all cases the reports from the hospital
pathology (the study of the way of disease) laboratory
revealed the presence of pathology: abscess,
granuloma, fibrosis, cyst formation, reactive bone
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changes to inflammation, dead bone, osteitis, chronic
osteomyelitis and, the presence of actinomyces, the
bacterium directly implicated with lumpy jaw or dental
abscess. Remember now, the tissue at the tip of the
tooth’s root, deep inside the bone, is bathed by the lymph
and blood of the body. This same blood that nourishes
the dead or living tooth also nourishes the brain, lungs,
heart, liver, kidney, eyes, ears and other body parts.
SUMMATION: ROOT CANAL REPORTS
FROM HAWAII PATHOLOGIST LAB
1) Male, age 52, lung cancer: tooth #3 had a)
Inflamed granulation tissue, b) Fibrosis, c) Reactive
bone changes to infection, d) Chronic
inflammation, e) Actinomyces bacteria.
2) Female, age 31, urinary tract infections: Tooth
#10 had a) Granuloma, b) Cyst, c) Marked acute and
chronic inflammation, d) Actinomyces bacteria.
3) Male, age 58, cancer: Tooth #18 had a) Abscess,
b) Granuloma, c) Reactive bone changes to the infection,
d) Marked acute and chronic inflammation.
4) Female, age 58, mobile arthritic pain and
tiredness: Tooth #9 had a) Granuloma, b) Necrotic
(dead) bone, c) Actinomyces bacteria, d) Marked
acute and chronic inflammation.
5) Female, age 58, mobile arthritic pain and
tiredness :Tooth #7 had a) Granuloma, b) Necrotic
(dead) bone, c) Marked acute and chronic inflammation.
6) Female, age 56, chronic urinary tract
inflammation and infection: Tooth #9 had a) Granuloma,
b) Partially Devitalized Bone (dead bone), c)
Actinomyces bacteria, and d) Chronic inflammation.
7) Male, age 51, overweight and chronically
fatigued: Tooth #4 had a) Granuloma, b) Cyst, c)
Actinomyces bacteria, d) Chronic inflammation.
8) Female, age 31, abnormal menstrual cycles,
could not get pregnant: Tooth #14 had a)
Granuloma, b) Reactive bone changes to the
infection, c) Chronic inflammation.
9) Female, age 47, general tiredness and urinary
tract problems: Tooth #5 had a) Granuloma, b) Fibrosis,
c) Marked acute and chronic inflammation.
10) Female, age 54, cancer of the lung: Tooth
#19 had a) Granuloma, b) Scar, c) Marked acute
and chronic inflammation.
11) Female, age 53, severe facial and cervical
skin disorder: #13 had a) Granuloma, b) Cyst, c)
Fibrosis, d) Marked acute and chronic
inflammation, e) Actinomyces bacteria.
12) Female, age 53, severe facial and cervical skin
disorder: #4 had a) Abscess (Granuloma and Abscess are
essentially the same!), b) Granuloma, c) Marked acute
and chronic inflammation, d) Actinomyces bacteria.
13) Female, age 50, severe sinusitis and ear
drainage: #29 had a) Necrotic (dead) bone, b)
inflamed granulation tissue, c) Fibroses.
13) Female, age 50, severe sinusitis and ear
drainage: #3 had a) Periapical granuloma, b) Cyst,
c) Actinomyces bacteria.
14) Female, age 50, severe sinusitis and ear
drainage: #4 had a) Periapical granuloma, b) Cyst,
c) Actinomyces bacteria.
15) Female, age 78, migraine headaches and general
tiredness: #4 had a) Periapical granuloma, b) Cyst, c)
Necrotic (dead) bone, d) Actinomyces bacteria.
16) Female, age 54, breast cancer: #14 had a)
Inflamed granulation tissue, b) dead bone.
17) Male, age 62, Bad breath according to wife: #18
had a) Periapical granuloma, b) reactive bone changes
due to infection, c) Actinomyces bacteria.
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The sample given is isolated to teeth that had been
treated with modern endodontics, each patient having
been refereed by an attending physician to remove dental
foci (dental infections). The teeth had not given the
patients any particular problems such that one would
have sought out dental care. But, upon removal of the
dead teeth, direct confirmation was established
concerning the infected nature of the teeth.
The disconnect theory enters at this point, being
heretofore unresolved, and begs for clarity. And, in
further corroboration of the systemic impact of
periodontitis as acknowledged in the SCIENTIFIC
AMERICAN reference cited earlier, I offer another
authoritative piece from THE COLGATE ORAL CARE
REPORT, issued July, 2001. Within this summary
journal of advances in dentistry and oral health care as
it is presented to the dental professional, we find a
growing trend among medical people to acknowledge the
reciprocal impact of dental infection upon the body, and
organ maladies upon the dental health picture.
This growing awareness among professionals is
amazing and most welcome. Two years ago this
information was not available for the consumption of the
traditional doctors, M.D.s and DDSs but only for
consumption of the medical fringe, the “quack” doctors
as they were identified by the traditionals.
Let me quote from this article: “The Oral DiseaseSystemic Disease Link...”: “The fact that systemic
diseases are reflected in the oral cavity is well
established. For example, we know that HIV/AIDS and
many other conditions can be manifested in the oral
tissues. The more important and complex issue we are
now trying to clarify, however, is the reverse—whether
oral disease can lead to systemic pathology.”
Curious! The well documented oral-systemic
relationship between invasive dental procedures and
extractions of teeth with bacterial endocarditis, a severe
and mortal condition brought on by those with a
weakened heart valve, is not arguable in the professions.
Every dentist is taught again and again about the need
to use antibiotics systemically for those patients who
will receive invasive oral surgery procedures, so that
they may be protected from bacteria in the blood
colonizing upon the heart valves. This condition
most often leads to the demise of the patient, we
are told. This is old-hat for the dentists.
But new-hat is the emergence of new findings, which
are quite old in fact, but have gained new ears and eyes.
Further in this journal we have spelled out for us the
reciprocal links between periodontal disease, infection
about the ligament of the tooth, and diabetes. The
traditionals have become bold enough to state: “The
interrelationship between periodontitis and diabetes is a
significant one, and dental professionals should be
familiar with the symptoms and treatment of diabetes as
there are yet many undiagnosed patients.” Good for us!
A final note from the authority of the authorities, the
Journal of ENDODONTICS & DENTAL
TRAUMATOLOGY, Volume 16, Number 2, April 2000.
In this scientific study the authors were dealing with the
long-standing controversy regarding the presence of
bacteria in the root-canal filled tooth, the surrounding
tissue known as the perio-(around) dontal-(tooth) tissue,
and the deeper jaw tissues connecting like super
highways to the entire human body.
Their statement of Background and Purpose is
quite revealing in light of their specific findings.
To quote the BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE:
The presence of microbial activity within Periapical
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tissue affected by apical periodontisis has been debated.
Micro-biological sampling has been routinely performed
to determine if microorganisms can be recovered from
the Periapical lesion following ineffective endodontic
treatment of apical periodontitis. Although several studies
have suggested that bacteria maintains a presence in
asymptomatic Periapical lesions, this theory has not been
universally accepted... (They surely don’t!).
So, above is their statement, but here follows their results:
“A total of 30 patients were referred for surgical
endodontic treatment of teeth with apical periodontitis. The
participants were asymptomatic and participation was
limited to patients who did not demonstrate the presence of
sinus tracts or lesions that required endodontic or
periodontal treatment. In Group 1... 73% (11 of 15
patients) demonstrated bacterial growth within the Periapical
lesion... in Group 2... 10 samples (67%) of the Periapical
lesions evaluated demonstrated bacterial contamination.”
Seems quite clear to me. About 3 out of 4
demonstrated bacteria in the underlying bone and tissues
of the root-filled teeth. In my study, surprisingly, the
results show similarity. Eleven of seventeen dead teeth
showed presence of bacteria in the bone and granulomas
under the teeth, which is 65%. But, beyond this, there
were 7 out of 17, or 41% that had dead bone. This
should be enough to convince anyone of the infectious
nature of the root-canal-filled teeth, or root cadavers!
The only conclusion I shall draw is to let you
choose for yourself. What may be modern may not
be so modern; and what may be common sensical,
logical and reasonable, may be the better wisdom in
this issue. If I were permitted to leave you with one
parting thought, the thought I would impart is what
I offer those of my patients seeking the truth about
the issue of root-filled teeth, and that is:
IF IT IS DEAD, IT SHOULD BE OUT OF
YOUR HEAD!!
Thank you for your time and listening.
May God protect and bless you in Light.—Dr.
Ronald S. Carlson, Honolulu, Hawaii
* * * * * * * *
There should be enough “others” to struggle against
unlawful income taxes but aren’t we grateful today that
you can experiment and not have any income to tax. If
you plough more than you make back into your
businesses, BOTH DO BETTER, quite lawfully.
I also ask that we don’t let papers go by without at
least some small ad for Nevada Corporations. The tips
need to be updated and rerun frequently.
We also need to get back into the paper, resources
information for products. These things are necessary
even if we have to leave out some of our writings, please.

“GEM” to give less confusion.
I recognize that most of the Spelt available now is from
the “new and so-called improved” varieties. However, any
toxicity is offset by the good gained from use.
He further reminds us that the common Spelt
doesn’t grow under trees as does the other varieties.
That is something to take into consideration, I suppose,
but certainly is not a problem in an open field in
cultivation. That can also be neutralized by proper
addition of appropriate microbes. Let us not borrow
those “problems” before we even get food on the
tables while people still have teeth to chew it.

Leonard reminds us that overcooking of foods lessens
the nutrient values so also reminds us that minimum
cooking is the best approach to whole Spelt use. He
suggests that you soak the grain overnight and then a very
brief boil in the A.M. is sufficient for whole grain cereal.
I suggest that if you have available a thermos of
appropriate size that you simply put your washed grain
in the bottle with a bit of salt and some honey and
put the appropriate amount of boiling water in with
the grain and leave until morning. I also suggest a
suitable sized slow-cooker set on low overnight.
Leonard tells us he has given a name to the
original common spelt he furnishes. He calls it

CLUES TO RECOGNITION

MELLOREAM
Leonard also says he has several tons of
Melloream (a whey drink). It is extremely nutritious,
keeps in the dehydrated form indefinitely and is a tasty
drink that children like, very often, more than milk.
Much of the milk on the market is contaminated
with hormones, feed additives and antibiotics. This
means that almost all people are allergic to the typical
milk on the market in one way or another.
Furthermore, because of pasteurization, you
need to offer a regular supply of the milk bacteria
which are necessary to the body.
And, yes, you DO need to be reminded of why
things were a good idea in the first place.
KISSING FROGS AND SEEMINGLY ENDLESS TRAILS
STATUS IN THE PHILIPPINES

I won’t speak of this in detail but rather just tell you that
it is moving just fine. I will not tell you HOW, for
frankly, I am not going to give information to the
INTERNET through Bellringer or V.K. Durham. THERE IS
NOTHING OF EITHER OF THEIR WRITINGS WHICH
HOLDS TRUTH. IF YOU CANNOT ACCEPT THAT
FACT, THEN I CANNOT CONVINCE YOU FURTHER.
Her “certificate” is NO GOOD. It was changed
out in 1989 to a contract. AND THERE IS NO GOLD
LEFT HANGING AROUND TO BE SNATCHED
BACK UNTIL SOMEBODY DOES SOMETHING
OUTSIDE THE LOOP TO BE ABLE TO ENFORCE
SOME CALL “BACK” TO RECOVERY.
Your natural enemies, the NEW WORLD ORDER
and the International Banking Cartel, have sufficient
ammunition to blow the globe away—they are not going
to hand over all the gold in the world—to V.K. Durham.
Not in this lifetime or any other. Moreover, they
certainly CAN cause that event or non-event to be quite
LEGAL. If you have the power to enforce global
Thank you, Rex, for the two updates from Leonard Ridzon. control, you must know by now that anything the
big boys decide is legal IS LEGAL—even if totally
and morally wrong and/or unconstitutional.
SPELT

I am again asked about my writing for SPECTRUM?
No—and, yes, there is a big clue to even the placement
of “my” writings in the paper itself. Note, please, that
in the last edition of August, “my” presented writing
ended along side the advertisement for “Reptilians”.
Still no identification except the FALSE
identification of Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn and NO
IDENTIFICATION OF ANY RECEIVER. Yes, indeed,
Evil wears a clue and usually far more than one.
Why do I bother to continue to comment on these
things? Because YOU continue to inquire and demand
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answers. Remember that Bellringer’s diatripe (new
Hatonnese) just hit the Internet and people doing
business with us, or trying to do so, are hit by the
garbage. This team is in a place where kidnapping is
the career of the day and dirty money is laundered for
the drug cartel(S), both the U.S. syndicate AND THE
CHINESE TRIAD, now also infiltrated into the U.S.
There is even a “second” Central Bank here in the
Philippines to distribute and cover transactions.
We are NOT at war; we have a good program
and a perfect way to do business—and just to make
it convenient for someone here or there, is not
going to happen. Delays are NOT denials—they
are often very WISE intelligence.
I will tell you that one of the major agricultural
potentials has just spent time with E.J. as he searches for
backup funding for major development. This is WHY I
am dealing with product, crops and potentials.
Therefore, I am very pleased to hear that Leonard
Ridzon will be available as source and resource.
PAPUA NEW GUINEA
Mr. Genewa is due back this week along with the
head of the Natural Gas Corporation in PNG.
It was found that the gold secured in the PNG
BANK was shifted off several years ago to accounts in
Australia. That is not very good, people. It has
happened all over your globe and nobody seems to be
able to say how, when or why it was STOLEN.
So, at least in PNG the push to obtain the banking
system is not to capture the loot but to hide the thefts
already accomplished. You have come a long way
DOWN, chelas.
There is plenty to back new programs the minute the
outsider thieves are separated from the source and PNG
is working on it as fast as they can but it is like children
playing in the sandbox where all they find is kitty-poop.
Now I would like to spend time by turning again to
our topic on “self” and codependency conspiracies.
BEHAVIOR AS A DISEASE
I don’t like the use of such a term as in this
heading but it is a necessary reference. A “disease” is anything that puts you at dis-ease.
An addiction is ANYTHING you are not willing to
give up. Therefore, all addictions are neither disease
nor negative. Anything that becomes a total
compulsion is negative because it indicates lack of
control of self and, at the least, lack of moderation so
that the compulsion removes ability to function in a
balanced way in your environment or circumstance.
You will find that there are groups set forth for
those who simply drink too much cola drink as in
“hooked on Coca-Cola”. Now people, if you can’t
stop drinking Coca-Cola and at the least shift off to
some other beverage, you have problems but they are
not with an addiction—it is total lack of self control.
Moreover, you will usually join a groupie to
confront these nasty habits and find that you are
trained there that you are never cured of the disease
and will revert to the shackles of the addiction the
minute you take another drink of such as Coca-Cola.
WHAT YOU HAVE THEN, FRIENDS, IS AN
ADDICTION TO GROUPS AND ADDICTIONS.
I can promise you that in the tribal jungle of PNG, as
a for instance, addiction to Coca-Cola or Fritos is NOT a
problem. Getting a few beetles for dinner is the problem.

HYSTERIA
There is no hysteria quite like the addiction focus.
Moreover, the vast network of self-help groups have
expanded in the last quarter century to include
everything from critical problems such as alcoholism
and child abuse to annoying habits such as junk
collecting, shopping and handwashing.
The next step, of course, is to create the image
of calling in special gods to assist you, along with
programs for retraining and, of course, the sharing
of stories to assist one another to survival.
A program which STOPS the activities which are
debilitating is often the only RECOGNIZED approach
but be careful that you do not simply reinforce
your “helplessness” and turn the addiction over to
something else equally as detrimental to your health
and well-being. FIRST, HOWEVER, GET HELP,
STOP THE PAIN AND OFTEN, THE SUICIDING,
AND GET SOME BALANCE.
I can only suggest that you consider “disease”
before you blunder into consideration of habits as
being the same thing.
Why is this important? Because people seem to get
to the point that if their problem is a disease of some
kind, then they have no control over the ailment.
I will give you an example of something to think
about. Just as in diseases such as cancer, AIDS, etc.,
you have immune-system deficiencies in ongoing levels
of enhancement, but more often, deterioration.
This causes the body to crave “something” to ease
the dysfunction and if something makes you feel better,
even if it is only the addition of a bit of sugar or a release
of hormones, the body reacts and the mind says,
“OK, this is great” and let’s have some more.
This is, however, WHY there is no disease
process present at upstart but certainly progresses
to dysfunctional states which are falsely classified.
Dysfunction and disease are two quite separate
states of being.
You may well need to get a cure or help for a
physical disease but mental health is decidedly
something quite different.
Frankly, BOTH can be helped by such as
hypnotherapy with a good therapist but the systemic
response is decidedly different in each case. One has to
have a rallying of systemic ability to confront literal
invaders and the other needs attitude adjustments. The
latter “dis-ease” is most often treated with substance
abuse of some kind. Then when the body is at risk and
vulnerable, “disease” microbes are able to get a foothold.
Children can easily pick up diseases but have to
be in some environment of malfunction to pick up
mental “dis-ease”.
Furthermore, a child who can’t learn or progress
is called “retarded” while an adult who is drunk is
called a “drunk”. Can you see that the treatment of
one or the other is IMPOSSIBLE in the state of said
condition. You cannot reason with, or treat, a
drunken person and all the treating of the braindamaged “retarded” child is equally impossible.
Group sharing may well help BOTH—but that is for
coping, not for actual healing. You have to get a drunk
or druggie SOBER first and THEN confront the problem.
And, yes, indeed, the confrontation has to recognize the
WHY there is a problem in the first place. And surely
in the sharing of mutual problems, help is offered and
received, for there is understanding and support.
First, let us look at this usual misdirection of terms
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because unless you have a HEALTHY realization of the
problem, you cannot move toward true LIVING but
rather just making it through the experience to DYING.
EVERYONE IS DYING, FRIENDS, SO LET US GET
“REAL” AS TO YOUR PERSPECTIVE.
The facts are, unfortunately, that most people just
want the easiest way to make it through the thirddimensional expression until they die and move on. It is
reflected in such as a slang saying on a coffee mug or
T-shirt: “Life is sh.. and then you die.” So, what can
you get other than a chuckle from such reinforcement
everytime you take a sip of whatever is in that mug?
And, readers, the “sayings” are getting far worse.
It is generally recognized that there are two
categories of diseases and let us look at them.
Physical ailments or sicknesses are identified by
symptoms such as rashes, fever, or other specific
physical effects on the appearance and functioning of
the body, and by the microbes, bacteria, or viruses
that cause these effects. The disease model used by
the self-help movement mimics this medical concept
of disease as a condition caused by microbes, or
agents beyond the infected person’s direct control.
In the self-help model, the disease has little or no
relationship to the affected individual’s personal values
or beliefs. The diseased person is cast as a VICTIM
of the infectious agents, a person who is powerless
over his or her disease and has no responsibility for
its onset. The sickness is not viewed as a
consequence of choices or actions but as something
that has happened to the affected individual. While this
model does accurately describe many physical ailments,
it does not apply equally to mental and behavioral
problems, which generally evolve in direct response to
individual beliefs and values, actions, and choices.
As long as this attitude exists, especially in the
judicial system, you have problems. Why? Because
someone who has accidents, murders, maims, abuses,
etc., when drunk is GOING to repeat the episode as long
as the substance abuse is probable. You certainly DO
have to heal the problem or expect a repeat of the
dysfunction. That is simple deduction, Dr. Watson.
The self-help conception of disease as a
progressive condition does not even fit all medical
illnesses. Some physical diseases, such as cancer,
AIDS, and diabetes, are clear examples of progressive
disease. Unless arrested through treatment, they will
usually progress to death. But other disease, such as
polio and tetanus, CAN be prevented through
immunizations—and, therefore, ALL immunizations are
not BAD. Others yet, including many childhood
diseases and common cold viruses, are pretty much selflimited. If you have healthy individuals, they rarely
require treatment of any kind, and once they have run
their course, many will never recur. Note, please, that
all diseases are not progressive diseases but instead
often build immunities against additional attacks.
At any rate, this is briefly a defining of
physical ailments or sicknesses.
MENTAL OR EMOTIONAL DISORDERS are
identified by abnormal behaviors, thoughts, and feelings
that interfere with an individual’s ability to function.
There are hundreds of different diagnoses listed in the
psychiatric manuals, but the one common denominator to
all serious mental disorders is that they are outside the
range of USUAL HUMAN EXPERIENCE. The
disagreeable and often painful feelings of anger, sadness,
frustration, and regret that all feel when faced with
difficult situations should not be confused with disease.
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Let us look a bit at presentation differences from
actual disease. Some mental disorders, such as
retardation, schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s disease, and some
forms of depression, DO have a physiological component,
which may be genetic or stress-related, and, in this
regard, are quite comparable to physical disease.
Other mental disorders may well stem from
emotional trauma or abnormal conditioning (being raised
in a war zone, for example, or in social isolation).
However, it is extremely difficult and frequently
impossible to pinpoint the causes of mental disorders.
Sometimes the condition is caused by a combination of
factors, and sometimes there simply is no identifiable
cause. Also, the same circumstances that appear to
prompt depression or anxiety in one person may cause
no ill effects in another. Given the extreme variability of
these nonphysiological disorders, it makes no sense to
lump them together under a single diagnostic label or to
apply the same treatment program to all of them.
It certainly becomes important at some point to
come to realize what caused the addiction in the first
case. This then becomes a matter of confronting the
problem as best you can and often there is a full
realization that there is no longer a NEED to continue
such habits, be they substance abuse or mere
twitches and tics. This often truly requires going
back to the causative episode or experience and
looking at it for what it is—unnecessary.
To change the addiction you MUST CHANGE
THE MIND!
The subconscious mind will hold a “belief” until
it is replaced with another. It does not matter
whether the original belief has any merit or not—
it is simply a reactive circumstance.
This
is
why
“brainwashing”
and
“programming” are most often accompanied with
drugs, alcohol, abuse or anything that causes the
mind to want to escape the reality of the moment.
This is also why you must even confront GOD
as a totally sane state of recognition and not
something out of fantasyland.
Without this sane, reasoned and logical recognition
of GOD, you will move off into organized cults and
religions which will offer you, at best, only further
control of your expectations and cause you to do
dysfunctional things called “crazy” or “nuts”.
This is exactly why there is an effort to connect
any recognition of possible cosmic beings, God or
otherwise, as being quite kooky and then insuring that
the actions of such groups are quite kooky. Then the
organized press/media work it over into that which is
NOT, and yet confound the public even further.
You will find this happening constantly to anyone
or group of people simply trying to make some
measure of impact toward freedom and lack of the
shackles of said religious rituals and doctrines.
Religions are the most controlling of all groups.
In other words: Do not simply substitute one
addiction for another which can be more mentally
damaging than the original.
Never lose sight of these differences and we
can better see what happens in “recovery”
processing which considers mental addictions to be
the same as infectious diseases.
Friends, the addict who becomes convinced that
he has a disease also becomes convinced that he has
no actual responsibility for the condition; it was
caused by outside agents—dysfunctional parents,
perhaps, or poverty, or the pushers down the block

or the spouse that drinks. Therefore, since he had no
control over the agents that caused his disease, what
control does he have in quitting his addiction? Very
little. Like a cancer patient, he will more likely rely
on a treatment program that focuses on his “disease”
than on his own self-determination and competence.
Positive thinking and motivation are vital for a
cancer patient, but, are far more critical for an
addict. Unless he has a sense of personal
responsibility and commitment to self-reliance, no
treatment program can guide him to complete
recovery. Yet in accepting his addiction as simply a
“disease”, he often sacrifices these very strengths.
NOW FOR A BIGGIE:
MEDICAL DISEASES ARE NOT THE SAME AS
ADDICTIONS—AND ADDICTIONS ARE NOT THE
SAME THING AS PROBLEM BEHAVIORS.
I’m going to eliminate two assumptions that have
been presented: One is that all addictions are
progressive and irreversible and they inevitably will
worsen unless actively treated and second, any
addiction will kill you if it progresses to its logical end.
Both of these perceptions are proven false by
the millions of people who simply decide to stop
their problem behavior and do so WITHOUT
treatment. Look at the statistics, friends, MOST
people who stop behavioral problems do so
WITHOUT treatment programs.
This is IN NO WAY to put down treatment
programs, for some simply have not the ability to STOP
their behaviors without support, separation from the
cause of the problem and ability to restructure.
Let’s look at the “binge-purge” disorder.
Almost all of these types of disorders return to a
normal state once “adulthood” is achieved.
We have to look at addictions very carefully, readers,
because people usually OUTGROW the very habits
which are recognized to others as total addictions. If you
have addiction problems such as alcoholism which
present problematic episodes, then you certainly need to
attend the matter. A good rule of thumb is that as you
pass that approximate 35-year birthday you had better
take a long and hard look at self and habits. Usually by
then you will have a spouse who is very willing to tell
you where the symptoms are and what is the outcome.
By the way, getting rid of the spouse is often the
solution CHOSEN but it is more often the worst
solution you can conjure. However, when respect
leaves the circumstance, you HAVE a real problem.
You see, sobering up presents clear eyes and certainly
offers more reasonable thinking. And right here is where
one spouse will most often OUTGROW the other.
Here is where codependency rears its most
ugly head and bites as the viper.
It may well be that people don’t realize the REAL
problems that present with continuous addiction. That
is what happens in the assumed category of side-effects.
Eating disorders can literally KILL because of the
lack of body balance and frankly, total malnutrition.
Smoking destroys the lungs and if the lung
itself is not damaged the effects of the tar in the
product will cause mutation of cells and such a
decrease in the immune system as to have no
ability for proper lung function.
In alcoholism you have several things merging
such as malnutrition, heart malfunction and
remarkable DAMAGE TO THE BRAIN. Alcohol
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KILLS (destroys) brain tissue itself and totally
disrupts the flow of brain impulses while also
destroying some of the synapses and connectors
for the nervous system. These can be improved in
bypass function but once gone—GONE. Alcohol and
some drugs are DEADLY to the actual function and
ability to think processing of the brain itself and all
sorts of other things are produced—from joint pain to
INABILITY TO THINK CLEARLY OR RAPIDLY.
I guess if I would leave you with a thought about
disease vs. bad behavior or dysfunction, I would truly
ask you if that next cigarette is really necessary or is that
“first” drink truly necessary. If it is NOT necessary,
then do not take it. If it IS, then you have a problem.
But, you had best look hard at the “problem” because it
IS very important to ME, if to no one else around
you—if you share my ship crew. I cannot use a dead
or deadened brain. We are about HEALING and not
drifting in a fog of some kind. KNOW IT, PLEASE.
It may seem a bit contradictory here, however, for
me to say that I am very serious about these things but
to accept that there is little help of a good kind available,
is erroneous in discerning what I write here.
Sometimes, readers, the very lacking element is
FRIENDSHIP and ACCEPTANCE and it is sad to note
that most often there must be some self-help group to fill
that NEED. And yet, no one but self can fill the
emptiness which can only come from SELF. Therefore,
I really support, most of all, the self-esteem building
programs beyond the simple addiction groups, for one
keeps the person IN the perception of crutches—while
the other tosses the crutches in honor of SELF.
YOU CAN DO AND BE ANYTHING YOU SO
CHOOSE—KNOW IT. Furthermore, you need to
find the ones on the same trail headed to that
realization and goal—and you will NOT find it in a
syringe, a puff of smoke OR IN A GLASS.
Let us, however, see if we can isolate the
dysfunction or malfunction and stop the false
assumptions and/or the ongoing life processes
ahead. YOU “SHOULD NOT” BE CONTENT “IN
THE GUTTER”. YOU ARE GOD’S MOST
IMPRESSIVE CREATION.
When we have come to understand, we will make
incredible strides toward achievement of self and our
goals. The addiction toward greed and power, are,
however, the most remarkably difficult to bring
under control—for the ego refuses to realize there
is a dysfunction. This is another REASON, however,
that every lie or error needs correcting when noted.
In every confrontation there is an assumption that at
least one party is truthful. NO, in more recent days if
there are only two involved in a standoff, one or both
may well be presenting intentionally wrong information.
That can either be by failure to get correct information
or the use of totally deliberate misinformation. YOU
must find truth, for I can tell you this: Truth will be so
EVERY TIME in its concept and presentation in general
array. The more distant the event or placement, the
more is lost to memory but is easily recalled. That is
called remoteness dilution—BUT, it is often that more
documentation is found to get at truth. We need to
move ever diligently to self-responsibility.
Remember that insight can only come as you learn
and know. It is realization with intelligence and wisdom.
Truth is always available if you simply look and
investigate—all sides of an issue. So be it.
Salu, GCH
dharma
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GOD Nor The Universal Laws

Allow Intervention Or Force
(PART 3)
SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET
BY GYEORGOS CERES HATONN
“dharma”
PHOENIX JOURNAL #13 (1990)
CHAPTER 4
REC #1 HATONN
WED., MAR. 7, 1990 7:15 A.M. YEAR 3 DAY 203
PERSPECTIVE: FACE IT!
Hatonn in Radiance, Dharma. We will take one step
at a time, chela, one step at a time. This first portion
is personal for this date but it needs to be shared with
all receivers of these Journals and Express literature.
We plead “human overload” and petition for
“patience” as we sort how best to be able to
respond in a timely manner to ALL, for we cherish
ALL and will respond to ALL!
George, with the next mailings, please enclose a
simple check-off form with room for suggestions, please.
Let us ask the recipients how best we can be of more
service in an orderly manner. And, herein, let me
respond to one or two petitions to which I shall more
extensively respond a bit later on a personal basis.
We invite correspondence, for so many of the
more pertinent queries are covered and they are
usually inclusive of information that all are asking in
one way or another. Would you please designate if
a separate small journal on a regular basis containing
“correspondence” material, would be desired? Some
of the material will be placed in the Journals
themselves and/or bits and pieces in the Express—but
we are inundated and Dharma has only 24 hours per
day and, therefore, human restrictions apply.
Perhaps if I outline our problems as they currently
exist, it would help you dear ones to understand.
Request after request comes forth for the material to
be put to audio tape. We realize that it would be most
advantageous for many ones have vision problems and
messages can now easily be listened to during other
activities—worse, a poll was done in the U.S. within the
month showing that well above 60% of the people in the
U.S. do not read books. Still worse, the educational
system is out to deprive your population of basic abilities
such as the ability to read, write and handle mathematics.
We can only beg indulgence with the taping, for we
simply have no time at present—and ones who have
volunteered to assist have no means of support and must,
therefore, be paid for the service. Further, to produce
the sets of tapes is financially out of the question until
such time as the publication expenses are balanced. It
would help greatly to have a response from you ones in
that we might consider the best and most expedient route
to take. It has simply come to the point where we must

have feedback regarding your desires. Great appreciation
to C.M. of Brasstown, N.C.—and I shall make a
personal response a bit later. I accept your intent and
we are most grateful, indeed, but we are forced by
circumstances to take one step at a time. These dear
ones are being threatened daily with lawsuits and business
problems—and we must place our thrust where it can
reach the most persons. We will also need translators
into other languages as early on as possible. These ones
are not interested in “doing it all” but rather, there is no
further funding available in this location for these
services. So be it, for all shall come forth in its time.
In behalf of my “team” on this side, I humbly thank you
for your willing offers. As it can be afforded there must
be a press and readers—all the component personnel to
further the Word in every manner—in the interim, we
shall do that which we can and ask that you ones share
statistics which will allow us to serve in the best manner
possible. I bless you for your unselfish considerations.
In the clash of events and denouncements of ones
who had originally been receivers, some of our most
beloved contacts have been too filled with fear to
continue. So be it. Blessings unto them—and we thank
them for their services unto this point. It is terrifying
when not only the CIA and government, but the religious
community and now, the Satanists threaten and badger.
For over three years now, Dharma and Oberli have
devoted 100% of their time and all assets unto this
mission while struggling against all odds to simply remain
in their dwelling. The formatter of the writings has given
every cent he has and/or will have along with 100% of
his time to this information dispersion. We have one
young lady, Elizabeth, who has given 100% of her
time but now must take outside employment, for her
reserves have been exhausted. We have another two
who have assisted greatly in any manner of service
within their ability to share as well as family members
who have basically supported these parents.
The publisher has found this to be greater than he
and his wife’s ability to cover the load—for the two
of them handle publication, as well as distribution,
from the central source while expending thousands
upon thousands of dollars in publishing expenses.
Thus far, brethren, there has been not one cent from
this information which has not been turned right back
into the very printing and disbursement expenses.
Those ones who taunt and shout “riches” are foolish,
indeed. Further, foundations are being established to
allocate monies into research projects to perfect
apparatus for specific purposes. Please be gentle
when ye hear of them being denounced and battered.
KNOW those are the responses of our enemies who
know of the truth of these documents—and be patient
with our inability to respond instantly to your requests
and input. We shall effort to not allow more than a
week to pass without personal response. Blessings
unto you who are so willing to assist and, as we
move along, ye shall begin to see of thy place within
the plan, for we shall need ones from every walk of
life, including the retired who wish security and
service—age is only an asset of knowledge and your
children are begging for a return to knowledge and

“how to”. Your children cannot survive with the
information being given unto them—they cannot cook of
their food without microwaves and they vegetate in front
of a TV which gives them poison. Ah, even an infirm
body does not hamper the mind—the mind only grows
insufficient because it has nothing upon which to feed in
thy old ages, for the body wearies of the journey of
nothingness. However, income must be built into the
system so that all can survive, hopefully in comfort
and fulfillment of needs—for there will ultimately be
no help from a government in collapse and turmoil.
Therefore, we must build a foundation of business
whereby income can be garnered or barter established.
It becomes more difficult because your reserve food
supplies have been emptied and given unto your
enemies—your silos are all but empty. To some of
your questions as to what to do and how to
manage—there will be no answers. We are not
magicians nor mystics—there simply will be no
wondrous answers but we will do all we can to inform
you as to the probabilities of the best route to take as we
discern it. We can do no more, beloved ones, and
remember, our input must be asked—for God nor
the Universal Laws allow intervention or force.
SEEMS HOPELESS?
It would appear, therefore, that God has the
lesser stick, for Satan seems to have it all. Well, he
cannot use force either—he works directly through
humans and plays to the earthly greed, terror and all
manner of physical desires. God allows, for man
must turn unto God and come again into
righteousness, lest he perish in the void of evil
thrusts. We can only show you the way and allow
you to see the destruction already upon you and
where it is headed if it is not stopped. The probability
of stopping the evil marchers upon your placement
short of disastrous consequences is slim to minus.
That does not mean that God and His Truth shall not
prevail—GOD WILL PREVAIL IN GOODNESS AND
BALANCE, FOR THE DRAGON SERPENT SHALL
ULTIMATELY CONSUME OF ITSELF—YOUR
PORTION IS TO ALLOW THE PASSAGE
WITHOUT BEING CONSUMED ALONG WITH IT.
The question always arises as to, “How can you
see to it that the new businesses and studios and
communications centers are not simply confiscated?”
WE CAN’T and THEY PROBABLY WILL BE—BUT
NOT BEFORE OUR WORK IS LAID AND UNDER
WAY. DO NOT EXPECT 6 BILLION PHYSICAL
PEOPLE TO REMAIN ON EARTH AND THE
WHOLE SYSTEM REVERSE INTO PURITY—READ
THY PROPHECIES. IT IS MANDATORY,
HOWEVER, THAT SEGMENTS OF PEOPLE
SURVIVE THE TRANSITION AND SO SHALL IT
BE—NEVER WILL YOU BE TOLD BY ANY OF THE
HOSTS OF HEAVEN THAT IT WILL BE EASY NOR
WITHOUT PAIN OR DIFFICULTY—IT WILL,
HOWEVER, BE ACCOMPLISHED.
Ones come unto us and ask how they can protect
all their assets, money, etc. You can do some things to
help yourselves—if you are simply trying to hide large
sums of wealth so that you don’t lose of it—forget it—
the evil plan is too efficient. You can do those things
which we point out unto you—and they will help for
a period of time but, brothers, you will probably not
escape unscathed. Some will, most will not—it depends
on how willing you are to act and prepare.
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The secret of business will basically be in the
allowing of the bankers, etc., to build of the businesses
and then when they confiscate them, you can allow of
their repossession without great losses. You must
operate within the guidelines and laws of the “planners”
themselves and it will allow you quite a nice period of
time to gain a foundation. It will be THE WORD going
forth and the army of awakened humanity that ultimately
make the operation successful. Man has been duped for
such a long time that he is all but helpless and he only
knows to do that which is about him—act in foolish and
hurtful demonstrations which only cause the Conspirators
to come down very hard on the groups of rioters.
HOPE VS. FALSE HOPE
You will note that we are called doomsayers and
gloom bearers. Would you rather us tell you to sit in
a circle and hold hands and wait and it will change
about? Yes, you would—the facts are it would be a
lie. Then when they come to shoot you, we simply
say, “Woops, sorry, we told you that which you
wanted to hear—sorry about your life and
enslavement—we THOUGHT the chants might work
and someone would do of the work—so be it!”
What about those pulse beams out there?
What about the list of possible retreat and survival
goods? What about a breakdown of the various
systems of the Global 2000 One World
Conspiracy? Ones before Hatonn have written it
down but have ALL partaken of the information?
USE OF INFORMATION
Well, brethren, we come at the request of
hundreds of thousands of you people and we will
sort and scan all information going forth unto you
and give credit unto those who give you valid
assistance and will not give of you information in
these Journals which is not of valid perspective.
Information and documents we recommend unto you
are done so because, at least portions thereof, they are,
indeed, credible truth. It will never mean we support
ALL THAT AUTHOR’S INFORMATION UNLESS WE
DO AND WE SHALL ANNOUNCE THAT LOUDLY
OR GIVE UNTO YOU SOME LIMITS OF INPUT.
ANY AUTHOR WE RECOMMEND, YOU WOULD DO
WELL TO HONOR HIM/HER AND SUPPORT THEIR
WORK AND AVAIL YOURSELVES OF THEIR
INFORMATION. YOU MUST ALWAYS READ ALL
INFORMATION WITH DISCERNMENT IN THE
PRESENCE OF GOD INSIGHT AND DO THE
PROPER WEEDING FOR SELF—WE WILL NOT
DIGEST THE INTAKE FOR YOU. IF WE ERR AND
UTILIZE COPYRIGHTED INFORMATION, IT WILL
NEVER BE WITH INTENT TO TAKE ANOTHER’S
PROPERTY NOR WITH INTENT TO FAIL TO GIVE
CREDIT—WE SHALL NEVER GIVE “CREDIT FOR
TRUTH” FROM FALSE WRITINGS OR SPEAKINGS.
SOME WILL DO WELL TO NOT PUSH FOR
RECOGNITION, FOR WE SHALL TELL IT EXACTLY
LIKE IT IS!!!! IF ONES COME FORTH STATING
THAT THEY WILL DO ALL TO GET THEIR
INFORMATION OUT TO THE PUBLIC—ESPECIALLY
UTILIZING THE NAME OF GOD OR CHRIST—GOD
OR CHRIST ARE GOING TO USE IT, FOR THE
INFORMATION WAS THEREBY GIVEN INTO THE
HANDS HEREOF. THE PUBLISHER OF THIS
MATERIAL AND/OR DHARMA AND OBERLI ARE

REAPING NOTHING BUT HEADACHES FROM THIS
WORK AND MATERIAL—SUE ALL YOU LIKE,
ENEMY OF THE TRUTH! YOU SHALL GAIN OF
NOTHING BUT CONTROVERSY AND DISCREDIT
AND BETRAYAL OF SELF AND THOSE WORKING
WITH YOU TO PULL GOD DOWN.
Back now, to the writing, Dharma. The most
often asked question regarding preparation is a
breakdown of items, possible safety measures, etc.
We will take time herein to devote the remainder of
this chapter to perspectives on preparations. It is not
new information but it will give ones an idea of
involvement and some ideas of well-thought-out
methods, quantities and shelters for adequate survival.
As gun control, monetary changes, economic collapse,
etc., come upon you, yes, it shall be harder and it is
even more difficult for me to tell you one-on-one that
which you should do—in the saving of time I can
only refer you back unto the Journals on the subject
and beg patience until we can enlarge on certain
subjects. Remember—first you must know the
problem as it confronts you and then, and only then,
can you counter and work out solutions. That does
not mean you must wait to begin—begin wherein you
can, for we have efforted to lay out the Journals in
sequence which lays foundations first and then
increases with the really hard lumps to swallow.
We shall just lay down some listings herein and
will work far more extensively subsequently.
THE PLAN: TOTAL SUBJUGATION
Now, how are they going to accomplish this? Let
us define terminology before we go further. Let us
call all of these groups of Elite controllers
“Conspirators” to simplify writing and so you will
know, in general, to whom we refer—most often we will
refer to them as “they” and you as “you”, so that we
might move right along with this portion. Thank you.
As to personnel the Conspirators will be counting
on all those people at the hard core of all the
organizations controlled by them. They will count on
those in the drug culture, the rock music culture, the
motorcycle gangs, the White prisoners in the prisons,
and a standing army now recruited and trained for
revolution—now this, of course, is more along the
lines of the Illuminati, rather than the Bolsheviks and/
or Banker’s Cartel. But it will suffice for this
purpose and, therefore, this list is mostly organized in
such manner as if you only had the Illuminati with
which to contend. When you get into the Bolshevik
plan for nuclear holocaust and beam destruction and
economic devastation of the Bankers Central Elite—
there needs be alterations to suit needs and locations.
I refer to “White prisoners” because if you
refer to the appendix “letter from Satan”, no. 2,
you will understand. This does not mean “ONLY”
it means “MAJORITY”.
If the plans for gun control and martial law are
voted into law, then they will have all of your nation’s
military forces and national guard at their disposal.
The plan is most simple. After disarming the citizenry
they simply order their revolutionaries to begin
mass terror and murder in the streets. When the
citizenry objects and cries out to the President, he
declares martial law, disbands Congress, mobilizes
the National Guard and you have an instant
dictatorship with roughly one out of every five
people in the population belonging to the military.
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Although we do not concede the Illuminati’s plan
will work, we do believe the probabilities are excellent
that if you counter those, you will be well on your
way to positive protection in a physical manner and
allow perpetuation of the message of truth. It has
been the lesson of history that when deceivers have
gained dictatorial control through conspiracy,
subversion and then force, that it is not long
before the citizenry realizes they have been
deceived and are willing to work for a return to a
society with moral behavior and principles.
To that end we offer the following material for you
to consider as to what you might do to begin to prepare
for the highly probable time of riot and revolution.
REFER TO YOUR HOLY BOOKS
What did the Lord’s people do in Bible days during
times of riot and revolution? It is instructive to ponder
the behavior in manifold times of oppression.
You must pay attention to the help which is
given unto you, for the truth has not changed in all
the generations.
Jesus foretold the destruction of Jerusalem. He
commanded His disciples to flee to the mountains
when they saw Jerusalem encompassed with armies
(Luke 21: 20-24). By obeying Christ there was
not one Christian killed when Titus launched his
second attack against Jerusalem.
Jesus has also foretold a great persecution that
will come against His people in the days of the
Tribulation. He has also commanded those who
are believers in that time to flee for refuge into the
mountains. (Matthew 24: 15-22; Mark 13: 14-20).
During the great persecution against the church
in apostolic days it is recorded that the Christians
found it necessary to flee for the preservation of
their lives (Acts 8: 1-3).
Farther back, Nehemiah was the man who led
the Jews to rebuild the walls around Jerusalem.
The people found it necessary to labor with a
trowel in one hand and a sword strapped to their
side. BROTHERS, GOD HAS NEVER TOLD YOU
TO STAND IDLY BY AND DEFEND NOT
THINESELF IF IN FURTHER DEFENSE OF THINE
OWN PEOPLES AND LIFE. READ IN PRAYERFUL
DISCERNMENT THAT WHICH SHALL ALLOW
YOU TO ENDURE DURING THE TIMES THAT
SATAN SHALL ATTEMPT TO ANNIHILATE ALL
DEFENSELESS PEOPLES OF GOODNESS.
CONSIDER PRIORITIES AS AMERICA FACES
RIOT AND REVOLUTION
1. Set your own house in order spiritually and
stay right with God constantly.
2. Pray earnestly for revival and the defeat of
Satan’s plan.
3. Serve the Lord the most effectively you can
in spreading the Word of Truth, edifying God’s
people and strengthening His people.
4. Seek to expose the plan of Satan for world
takeover in a discreet manner.
5. Resist the political objectives of the Conspirators
by seeking to influence state and federal politicans
in a way that will work WITH them. Oppose
legislation that promotes the Conspirator’s plans.
6. Prepare for civil disorders that will grow
in intensity:
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(1) Trucker strikes, coal and oil producer
strikes, steel strikes, rail strikes and so forth, that
will produce food and other shortages.
(2) Terror tactics that will be designed to
produce a fear hysteria among the citizenry.
(3) Riots growing in size and intensity.
(4) Revolution.
7. The survival preparations in order of priority are:
(1) A retreat located away from the major cities.
In the beginning a rural home of relatives or friends
may suffice (but make pre-arrangements and contribute
to the resources). At the end, it will require an
“armed” camp, if the Conspirators are successful in
achieving their goals. A group retreat in which each
family is responsible for their own home or shelter,
food and arms is by far the best.
(2) Food, water and supplies. Dehydrated
food is best. It lasts indefinitely along with wellstored supplements.
(3) This one is going to get harder and harder
to accomplish: Sufficient arms to protect your
loved ones against those who would maliciously
harm them. Killing to protect loved ones and
even yourself when life is threatened is the moral
thing to do on behalf of your loved ones and on
behalf of innocent society whose lives are
endangered by a person or persons who would
kill and destroy them. There must be live
humans to make this transition, beloved ones.

MORALITY OF KILLING
TO PROTECT INNOCENT LIFE
When an agressor attacks an innocent person, he
not only threatens that person’s life but he and his
actions threaten innocent society as a whole.
QUALIFICATIONS
1. The defender (or those he is defending) must
be the object of an unjust action. (Killing a properly
authorized officer in his duties of arrest would not
qualify.)
2. The defender must use only the force
necessary to prevent the threatened unjust aggression.
3. The defender’s primary intent must be to stop
the aggression rather than to kill or injure and all
alternatives must be utilized—first.
* What chance does a 115 pound woman or
child have against a 250 pound man whose intent is to
assault, rape or kill? Practically none short of some
form of firearm.
RETREATS
I. LOCATION
A. Ideally—200 miles from any major city and
frankly, for you dear Southerners in the case of the
Illuminati—get your safety place north of the alleged
Mason-Dixon Line.
B. Ideally—30 miles from a major multi-lane
highway (freeway). Population density should be less
than 10 per square mile unless the population is in
cooperation with the retreat.
C. Ideally—the retreat should be located where
retreaters can make the trip from home to the retreat
in daylight hours of one day.

D. Ideally—the retreat should not be in a nuclear
target area or in the wind-fall area of nuclear fall-out.
E. Ideally—the retreat should not be located in an
area that would flood should a dam be destroyed or be
endangered from any type of hazard such as that.
F. Ideally—it should be located on the highest
point of elevation over the immediate surrounding
area, or near a summit whereby the backside of
the retreat is protected by hillside. A placement
of this type with its own water supply is ideal.
II. FACILITIES
A. Housing
There are three basic concepts:
1. An isolated single dwelling
2. A large condominium or apartment-type
dwelling with housing on top floor and preferably built
“down” instead of “up”. Common-purpose quarters
should be at a low or underground level.
3. F a m i l y d w e l l i n g b u i l t i n t h e f o r m o f
groupings with dome-type structuring.
a. Homes should be built in the concept of
the “wagon train or snowflake circle” for
community as well as defense.
b. A community building can be built in the
center of the housing area for meetings and other
group needs.
c. Upstairs is for living quarters of daily use;
lower “basement” is for storage and more intensive
protection periods. This area would have pantries for
foods, freezers for frozen foods and allow ample
storage of dehydrated foods, water containers, etc.
d. The outward-facing wall of homes should be
built so as to be defensible from attack. Concrete or
compressed block, small windows (bullet-proof or
covered by steel plate). Patio with planter boxes
(attached in sequence) a minimum of three feet high
and at least two feet in thickness of the same
material—preferably compressed “shan-stone” brick.
Carefully laid natural rocks can also be utilized.
e. Wood or alternative fuel stoves for
heating and cooking must be supplied. If storage
facilities are adequate, then butane or propane
might be stored, however, be prepared to have
ability to convert to natural plant or solar ability.
This will be covered at a later date.
f. Cast iron cooking utensils. These are the most
efficient and durable if cooking is required on open fires.
g. Lighting should be provided by highefficiency gas lamps which use fuel oil but fuel
oil must then be stored in quantity. Electric
lighting may be installed but may fail and,
therefore, be prepared with backup generators—
these will also require large storage of fuel.
h. High-intensity floodlights should be mounted
facing outward from the front of homes.
i. Some type of protective housing should be
provided for animals (perhaps community
building). This will be covered greatly in the
portions planned for sheltering facilities.
B. Grounds
1. Garden area should be located behind house.
2. Front of property should include grass
grazing area and a “Safety Zone” of 350 yards
cleared completely for defensive purposes.
3. E f f o r t s h o u l d b e m a d e t o e n s u r e t h a t
traffic on an incoming road should be visible.

III. WEAPONS
A . An arsenal to store weapons, powder,
ammunition, etc. should be separate from main
structure and buried underground. It should be
concealed so as not to be capable of being
located by search.
B. Suggested Guns
1. Defense Rifles. Mostly this shall be left
up to your discretion. Obviously, you should
have at least as good as you can obtain to match
that which will be in the hands of the enemy.
.223 Caliber (AR 14; Ruger Mini 14, etc.)
.308 Caliber (MIA: M14; H & K 91)
30.06 Caliber (Surplus Military Rifles)
2. Hunting Rifles
30.06 Caliber (Remington 760 or 700 etc.)
.308 Caliber (Remington 760 or 700 etc.)
30/30 Caliber (Marlin 336 etc.)
.22 Caliber (Any reliable make-semi-automatic)
3. Shotguns
12 guage—Remington 870 Pump with long
magazine for extra shells is recommended. This gun
can be equipped with different barrels.
4. Pistols
.357 Ruger, Dan Wesson, Colt, etc.
.45 Caliber Colt 1917 Government Model Mark 4
(Accurized if possible)
C. 1000 rounds of ammunition per gun (or more),
or equivalent in reloading components
D. Reloading equipment and supplies for your guns
IV. STORABLE FOODS
A . One year’s supply of storable food is
recommended.
1. The Central Valley of California produces
about 25% of the United States food supply and
more than 40% of your vegetables. (You can count
on a failure of growing seasons if for no other
reason than disruption of irrigations facilities.)
2. Canada and U.S. produce 70% of the total
food exports in the world.
3. The average home in U.S. has less than one
week’s food supply.
4. The average U.S. city has a food supply of
only 8 days.
5. Should there be crop failure, riots, strikes, etc.,
that slow or stop food supply to the cities, then food
costs would become exorbitant.
6. Should there be revolution there will be no
food available from stores.
7. At such a time food would only be available from:
a. supplies previously stocked
b. bartering
c. foraging
d. plundering
e. gardening (and that takes “time”)
8. E x c e s s f o o d f o r b a r t e r i n g a n d
humanitarian purposes is worth much
consideration and planning. The investment will
ultimately be more valuable than gold.
B. The Method of Stocking Food
1. The easiest method is purchasing a 1-year food
supply from one of the manufacturer’s suppliers.
2. Buy a sample pack of food from a reliable
supplier. Then pick foods that suit your taste.
3. Area suppliers may be located by checking
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with camping stores, health food stores and sporting
goods stores. We also highly recommend the
Mormon Church advisors, for they have excellent
food storage plans already laid forth. We have also
recommended one prior to this but there are many—
and if you wish to share the information as you
locate good suppliers, we will be most happy to print
the information. This holds true for any information
you wish to share with your brethren.
4. The Basic Plan
a. Three months supply of “wet pack” (this is
Super Market canned food). Record a typical week of
food for your use then multiple by 13. This must be
dated. It will only be good for about 3 years and
should be turned upside down every month.
b. A portable three months supply of freezedried foods. This will have a shelf life of about
15 years (unopened).
c. Supply for long time storage should include:
Grains, non-instant powdered milk (100 lbs.
per person.), freeze-dried meats and some
vegetables (freeze-dried is the most expensive
but is necessary for some vegetables).
** Also some TVP (textured vegetable protein) as
a supplement. (Air-drying is least expensive and is
adequate for many fruits and vegetables.) Air-dried
fruits and some vegetables. (Least expensive method)
d. A pure water supply
** If water source is questionable, then a thermos-size
PCP from a survival source will handle some 1500 gals.
e. Wheat, flour, sugar, honey, salt, and salad
oil—all vacuum packed. Butter powder, shortening
powder and peanut butter powder may be mixed
with salad oil or shortening to add variety to menus.
f. Sourdough Mix
g. Yogurt Starter
h. Multi-vitamins
i. Vitamin C in large quantity.
j. Seasonings: Pepper, Chili powder, curry
powder, allspice, basil, thyme, oregano, cinnamon,
paprika and seasoned salt and, of course, plain
salt (pref. sea salt).
C. Economical Long Term Food Storage
The basic four foods:
1. 300 pounds of hard Red Winter Wheat
2. 100 pounds of powdered milk (non-inst.)
3. 100 pounds of honey
4. 8 pounds of salt
** These basics plus vitamins B+, C, D, E,
and K will sustain one person for one year with
2000 calories per day.
The wheat must be clean and uncracked (to
preserve germ) with low moisture and at least a
12% protein content (15% is better).
The milk should be non-fat and non-instant
and commercially packed. To enhance flavor get
a supply of imitation cream powder.
The other items should be vacuum packed in
AN INERT NITROGEN ATMOSPHERE. NEW
5 GALLON CANS MADE OUT OF
ENAMELED STEEL WILL WORK. It takes 9
cans for each 300 pounds of wheat.
Directions: Place a fist-size piece of dry ice
in the bottom of the can. Fill the can with
wheat, grain or beans, put the lid on loosely in
place. When the lid stops “burping” tighten the
lid quickly so that it seals.
** Purchase a small wheat grinder—hand operated.

** Supplement above diet with fish, fowl, and
game taken by fishing, hunting, and trapping or
however—you might use barter, and also use
additional fruit, vegetables, meats or meat
substitutes, liquids, bread or cereal.
D. Water Sources:
1. Swimming pool
2. Water Beds
3. Water stored in containers, cistern, etc.
4. Pure water stream or spring
Water
purification may be provided by water purifying
tabs available at drug stores or:
a. 8 drops (5.25%) of Chlorine Bleach per gal. in
stored water will preserve it. Questionable water
should receive twice as much and allowed to stand ½
hour. Do not be disturbed over chlorine taste.
b. Tincture of iodine or iodine crystals:
12 drops per gallon normally or 24 drops for
questionable water with 30 minute waiting
c. Boiling
d. Silver-ion purifiers
e. Charcoal purifiers
f. PCP purifiers sold commercially
E. Medicines
1. Aspirins
2. First Aid Kits
3. Surgical Kit
4. Medicine required by individual retreaters
5. Extra bandages and bandage materials
6. Alcohol
7. Hydrogen Peroxide
8. Pain relievers without aspirin
9. Other available medicines which would control
vomiting, diarrhea, etc., as might be obtainable
V. PROVISIONS
A. Garden Seeds: An adequate supply of grain
and vegetable seeds chosen according to retreater’s
preference with attention given to a balanced diet. Do
not choose hybrid seeds as they deteriorate in quality
with each generation and some only produce one time.
B. Garden Tools
C. Ample and Suitable Clothing. * It should be
durable and comfortable such as cotton underclothing
and woolen outerwear. If flamed, man-made fibers will
melt and the heated substance can cause serious burns
beyond the flaming. Woolen outerwear is excellent.
But utilize what you can obtain because protection from
the elements must be first consideration. Get good
outdoor work shoes. Warm hats or caps.
For
storage the clothing can be packed in plastic with an
insulation layer of brown paper. Include mothballs and
packets of silica jell (for moisture control). The
mothballs control pests in the natural fiber cloth.
D. GET AN OLD-FASHIONED TREADLE
SEWING MACHINE AND SOME BOLTS OF
MATERIAL.
YOU WILL PROBABLY BE
WITHOUT ELECTRICITY AT SOME TIME. IF
THERE ARE SEVERAL FAMILIES—SHARE.
E. A footlocker in the car with survival items
provides a measure of instant mobility if
necessary and will tide persons over until they
can reach the retreat or safety.
F. Communication Equipment:
CBs—Base Unit and mobile unit
Walkie Talkie (Realistic combines quality and economy)
Power Pack—Generator (absolutely mandatory)
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G. Canning Equipment
Pressure Cooker
Canning jars, lids and large extra supply seal lids
H. Bible! and other inspirational books as well as
“How-to” books. For long periods of time you will
enjoy cookbooks geared to camp-style foods, simple
carpentry, canning instructions and sewing.
I. Have adequate and extra needles, threads and
items of sewing materials for mending, sewing, etc.,
such as scissors for material, utility.
Miscellaneous supplies—the list is as long as you
have time and resources:
Mandatory:
Gasoline and Oil
Batteries
Work Boots
Hatchets and Axes, wedges, etc.
Hunting Knives (good quality) and sharpening
stones—quality is mandatory for these.
Survival Books
Compass
Canteens
Topographical maps
Matches
Eating Utensils and pots
Files
Add to your list as you ponder it and keep it
handy for inspirational items such as candles,
tape, rope, string, etc., etc. I can only give you
an idea at this point and basic necessities. For
instance, those matches will have to have
waterproof containers—you must carefully think
of things you would need if you were alone
indefinitely. I gave you several good resources
for listings and outlines in SURVIVAL, so I shall
spare Dharma the further listing in this portion.
We can ask ones later to put together a specific
guide—several of you who are adept in this subject
could assemble a comprehensive guide which we
could put forth as a Journal and/or supplement.
I am well aware that this is not sufficient for
your needs but there is plenty of available
information and as you ones begin to network you
will be able to form partnerships for the production
of various and specific needs. At this time, if you
write in with your talents and desires, we can share
the listings for you and you can work by mail, etc.
Much can be accomplished even at great distances
while there is still a system within which to function
and relocations can be accomplished later if necessary
or desirable. Use that technology which is available.
If you are willing to share your talents or
resources, let us know and we can get connections
made as to close locations, etc. We must come into
“Community” to succeed—that does not necessarily
mean proximity—it means exactly that which it says—
COMMUNITY—not commune—COMMUNITY!
Dharma, enough to this section, please. Let
us take rest time, please. Thank you, chela.
Hatonn to stand-by. Salu.
[END OF PART 3]
Part 1 of this Journal can be found in the
7/19/00 issue of CONTACT on page 1; Part 2
(5/30/01, page 11)
This Phoenix Journal (#13) is out of print.
All other Journals are on sale for one-half
price ($3.00). Please see the back page for
ordering information.
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The GAIA Program Can
Alleviate Drug Dominance
9/9/01—#1 (15-024)
RE: ROOT AND PLANT OF EVIL; SOLIVEN
OBSERVATIONS ON DRUGS AND PLACES OF
DRUG PRODUCTION. PHILIPPINES IN CHAOS
AS IT HAS BECOME THE HUB OF DRUG
DISTRIBUTION AND MONEY LAUNDERING
Let us first discuss the Philippines—and while
we are waiting for the next step down South,
let’s consider some Congressmen (both houses)
while on vacation, ah-er-r, recess.
Hatonn—Several of these Congressmen are staying
around town to see what push and politicking they can
accomplish. They should be eager to talk possibilities.
Go over a few of them with Mr. Bautigas.
You will note that Congress just doesn’t think it can
work quickly enough to get a Money-Laundering bill
through Congress in time for the imposed deadline set
forth via the U.S., et al. I wonder why that would be,
since the whole thrust of the Congressional
hearings also regards massive money laundering,
drugs and military treason. By golly-gee-whiz,
we may be the only non-laundry users around!
The big point in this “break today” is to allow time
for the banks to get their ducks lined up and money
shifted in, through and out of accounts up for
discussion. Remember that Estrada and his people
are trying diligently to get their accounts shifted.
Since every business in the Philippines,
except drugs, is at the bottom, something is
terribly wrong as the big boys fight over the only
viable trade—drugs. That is especially “shabu”
trade and manufacture. And, yes, indeed, it all goes
back to money, money, who gets the money.
So money remains the root of evil while drugs
have become the “plant” which produces the
harvest potential. And, no, there is NO honor
among thieves or kickback recipients.
The world is watching things coming down in
Colombia and it is simply a match for what is
now happening in the Philippines.
Another thing you will note is that as things worsen,
people “jump the country”—just run away as fast as they
can exit. And since Mr. Soliven has done a very good
column on this point, let’s just use it. That also keeps
us nice and secure, for we are but observers and
guests in this land of one catastrophe after another.
[QUOTING The Philippine STAR, “BY THE
WAY”, Max V. Soliven, Publisher and Chairman
of the Board. Sunday, Sept. 9, 2001:]
THE CARNAPPER WHO BECAME
THE RICHEST DRUG LORD ON EARTH
The Senate has gone on two-week recess. This
means no more headline-hugging probes and televised
hearings until Sept. 24. This shouldn’t mean that an
inquiry into Senator Panfilo Lacson’s alleged links to
drugs, money-laundering and, even murder must be

shelved. Now that the crowd’s prurient interest has
been denied, for half the month anyway, let the
probe shift from the limelight and frenzy of
teledrama (or telenovela?) to earnest investigation.
[H: That will be the day. Here, lately, even
the Catholic nuns are out marching—this time
without a notion about why they march.
Everybody loves a parade. In fact, there was just
yesterday a celebration of Mother Mary’s
birthday—but so many Mother Saints were
honored that nobody could give an answer as to
just who was being honored. But the dishonor
was a parade of floats down the Pasig River
which is so polluted nobody wanted to be
either on the floats or wait at the shorelines.
The streets of Manila, however, are worse as
garbage lines the streets, and as the trash is
pulled from the drain canals it is pretty awful.]
Let the National Bureau of Investigation (NBI), the
Department of Justice, the National Security Agency
and, if a case can be filed, the Ombudsman, sift through
the “evidence” and determine whether the former
National Chief of Police participated in any of the
crimes alluded to him. Should the proof submitted
justify and warrant it, the “offender” Lacson must then
be arrested. As it is, what we’ve witnessed over the
past few weeks is trial by publicity. There’s sex,
espionage, double-dealing, scam and scandal, all of
these examined by the Senate “in aid of legislation”.
Now, with the TV cameras and klieg lights turned
off, it’s time for patient and honest sleuthing.
Nobody wants a “narco-state”, or a country
plagued by “narco-politics”, the connivance of the
powerful with the growing wealth and influence of
the drug lords. But when you begin taking shortcuts and cutting down “suspects” on mere
hearsay, suspicion, or flimsy pieces of paper,
when will this kind of self-righteous orgy end?
To frighten us all, the specter of becoming another
Colombia is being dangled. That benighted South
American country is cited nowadays as the prime
example of a nation brought down by vicious and
powerful drug cartels and not only their stranglehold on
the government, but their collusion with guerilla forces.
In the 1940s and early 1950s, Colombia was
one of the most exciting countries “down South” of
the United States. Its glittering capital of Bogota,
with a population of over a million, was set in a
panorama of emerald mountains that steeply plunged,
at the city’s edge, into a sweeping savanna.
Colombia was known, even more than Venezuela
today, as the homeland of beauty queens and a
handsome, energetic, if selfish “elite”.
That was long ago. Now, here’s the latest
report from the warfront. The article, by Scott
Wilson of the Washington Post, was reprinted in
last Friday’s International Herald Tribune.
Datelined Tame, Colombia, Wilson’s dispatch
said: “After years as a distant rumor, war has
reached this lonely city on Colombia’s eastern
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plains.” Since Tame sits near the Venezuelan
border, some 320 kilometers northeast of Bogota,
this is a bad indicator the La Violencia is spreading.
Contributing to the murder and mayhem is the
U.S.$6-billion-per-annum drug industry. What’s raging
in Colombia is a war among four “armies”. First
there’s the Colombian Army and a 13,000-man
pro-government paramilitary force, called the
United Self-Defense Forces of Colombia.
Ranged against them are two Marxist rebel movements,
the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC),
and the National Liberation Army (ELN).
President Andres Pastrana’s controversial “peace
negotiations” (does that sound familiar?) with the rebels
are faltering. Already, two of his peace “negotiators”
have been assassinated in the past two weeks.
Rightwing “death squads” are the principal suspects in
these killings, since Pastrana gave the Leftist FARC a
vast “demilitarized” zone in the south, awarding the
insurgents total control over a virtual province—in
which they grow coca and produce large batches of
cocaine, ostensibly to “finance” their revolution. The
U.S. has sent Colombia a U.S.$1.3 billion aid package
to enable it to combat the drug trade. But the drug
lords are financing both Leftist and Rightwing
paramilitary movements and, therefore, are often
tipped off, it seems, before every raid.
[H: You truly would have to be living in
the Philippines to see the similarity of every
statement printed here.]
However, equipped with American-donated
helicopters and trained by U.S. Special Forces
instructors, the Colombian military has been able to hit
the guerillas hard, killing 50 of them, for instance, in a
two-week air and ground assault. On the other hand,
the 18,000-member FARC claims it is growing faster
than it can procure arms for its volunteers. [H: Ah,
indeed, another market opportunity at hand.]
The FARC and other rebels, when driven from one
area, simply start new corn fields in another area. Is
the U.S.-backed drive succeeding? Reporter Wilson
hands us the grim statistic: “Coca cultivation has
doubled here in the past year as the rebels find
new places to plant cocaine’s key ingredient, far
from the aerial spraying campaign in the south.”
In the meantime, hits, murders and kidnappings
escalate. Killings in Arauca City, not far from Tame,
have included 25 “traveling” salesmen shot down
(they were perhaps suspected to be an advanced
guard or scouting patrol of the paramilitary).
“Last month,” Wilson narrates, “in the town
of Saravena, a door-to-door salesman, previously
wounded, was pulled down from a hospital by
rebels and shot 15 times.”
Sounds like Ilocos Sur (Philippines) in the
Crisologo “wars”. [H: Well, it sounds to us
like downtown Manila on any day, current.]
[END QUOTING]
A r e c e n t i s s u e o f NEWSWEEK m a g a z i n e
(August 27) ran an equally disquieting story.
It was captioned, “The New Americanos: Fleeing
Chaos at Home, Colombians Invade Florida.”
Writes correspondent Joseph Contreras: “It wasn’t
their abduction of his 70-year-old grandmother that
led Alberto Peisach to leave Colombia. Nor was it
the 1997 murder of his brother-in-law, during a
botched kidnap attempt. It was the planned
abduction of his 6-year-old son that finally
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persuaded the Ivy League-educated entrepreneur to
pack his bags in less than 24 hours and head to
Miami with his wife and kids. Peisach has carved
out a niche for himself in south Florida as the
head of a $100 million private equity fund.”
“A lot of my friends,” Peisach recalls of his flight,
“took bets on how soon I’d be back home, but 80
percent of them have left.” Adds Peisach sadly:
“The Colombia I grew up in doesn’t exist anymore,
and a body who’s had a choice has left.”
God help us if that ever happens to our
country yet—dismayingly—we already seem to
be perched on the brink of an exodus of the
disappointed and, in the case of our wealthier
countrymen, the Chinese-Filipinos, the “terrified”.
[QUOTING NEWSWEEK in its piece:]
Alarmed by a slumping economy and the everpresent menace of kidnapping, Colombia’s best and
brightest are leaving in droves. Some have settled in
Spain and nearby Latin American countries, but
nowhere is the exodus quite as visible as in Miami.
The 70,000 Colombians in that Florida city
(dubbed by many, “The real Capital of South
America”) have overtaken the Nicaraguans as the
largest immigrant community after the Cubans.
What’s even more awful is that Colombia has been
losing legions of its professionals, its well-educated, its
entrepreneurs, its movers and shakers. There are
already 470,000 residents of Colombian origin in the
U.S., according to official census figures, but observers
calculate the actual total to be closer to 600,000.
NEWSWEEK asks: ‘Who can blame them? In
a land of anarchy,’ it points out, ‘eight people
are kidnapped and nearly 100 are murdered
on average every single day.’
We’d better wise up and fight back against
robbery, homicide, rape and violence, as well as
against the drug threat, kidnapping syndicates, the
invading Triads and Yakuza and other forms of
organized crime. Who originally financed the
burgeoning drug trade, where we’ve now become a
major “transshipment point” while manufacturing
shabu locally for domestic consumption? My
conjecture was it was jueteng and the politicians.
There’s a fascinating and compelling book
I’ve just read about how a former petty gangster,
car thief, and street extortionist, became the head
of a powerful criminal organization that held an
entire nation hostage and, at the apex of his cruel
career, got himself listed by FORBES magazine
as “the seventh riches man in the world”.
The volume by Mark Bowden, author of the
bestseller Black Hawk Dawn, is succinctly entitled,
Killing Pablo (2001, Atlantic Books, London).
Who was Pablo? He was Pablo Emilio Escobar
Gavira, who rose by drug-dealing to chieftainship of
the ruthless, murderous, Medellin Cartel. In his city of
Medellin, there had been a long tradition of criminal
business practices, Bowden points out. The paisa or
“hustler” graduates into being a contrabandista or a
smuggler. The practitioners of the centuries-old paisa,
traditionally used to smuggle gold and emeralds, then
they discovered marijuana—and, finally, cocaine.
Pablo did not invent the cocaine trade. Drug
smuggling was already a roaring business when
he dropped out of school in 1966. By the time
Pablo Escobar was through, on the other hand, it was
an international menace and the root of most violence

and crime in his own unfortunate homeland.
Pablo’s method of intimidating and making deals
was simple: It became notorious as “plata o plomo”,
meaning plata (silver)—or plomo (lead).
The cocaine business made Escobar and his
fellow Antioguia crime bosses, the Ochoa brothers,
Carlos Lehder, Jose Rodriguez Gacha, and their
other associates, rich beyond their wildest dreams.
Within a decade of their plunging into it, the Medellin
Cartel controlled half of all cocaine shipped to
the U.S.—bringing in returns of billions of dollars.
[H: You U.S. citizens go back and reread that
paragraph. How do you think they pulled off
such a massive import business?]
Escobar, flushed with cash, bankrolled the
candidacies of mayors, councilors, congressmen—and
even Presidents. By the mid-1980s, Escobar owned 19
different mansions in Medellin alone, each with a
heliport (for swift comings and goings, as in an escape).
He had fleets of boats, aircraft, plenty of land, extensive
properties like apartment blocs, housing developments
and banks. The flood of cash was eventually too big
to handle so some millions were simply buried in the
ground. The Departamento Administrativo de
Suguridad (DAS), who first went after Pablo and even
arrested him just after his wedding, grew increasingly
powerless to cope with his widespread depredations.
He cultivated for himself the image of a local
Robin Hood, employing thousands, in addition paying
the workers in his cocaine labs such high salaries that
they could acquire cars and houses. He spent millions
on social improvements. In the meantime, his sicarios
or “hit men” murdered judges and Supreme Court
justices, assassinated Presidential Candidates—sending
fear of him and his Medellin enforcers into every heart.
He kidnapped editors and sisters of former Presidents,
etc. Then he made two mistakes. One of the men
he hated most was Liberal Party candidate for
President Luis Galan. The charismatic political
figure was so popular he was seeded to win in 1990.
Galan had vowed to rid Colombia of drug traffickers
and promised, if elected, to “extradite” (a term
feared by the drug lords) all traffickers off for trial
and imprisonment in the U.S. Pablo summoned
his most trusted sicarios in the summer of 1989
to a farm owned by one of his fellow czars,
Gacha, and they decided to authorize the “hit”.
On August 18, a sicario armed with an Uzi
submachine (Israeli-made) shot down Galan while
he was delivering a campaign speech in Soacha,
southwest of Bogota.
Worse, three months after that, in a move to eliminate
Galan’s successor candidate (another anti-drugs
candidate named Cesar Gaviria), the assassins planted a
bomb aboard an Avianca airliner. Killed in the explosion
were 110 passengers, including two Americans.
[H: And, do you still think that it is impossible
to plan a take-out of an airliner with Rick and
Charles aboard? Come on, naive readers, and
that one out of Osaka, Japan? Remember too, a
LOT of these kingpins and political leaders take
the “friendly skies” to and from the U.S.A. where
the headquarters of management is located.]
Wrote Bowden: “Those two atrocities would
prove to be fatal mistakes. They made Pablo
enemies who were far more powerful than any he
had faced before. Downing a commercial airliner
was an attack on global civilization. It meant Pablo
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now posed a direct threat to American citizens,
which meant... to some in the Bush administration,
that he could legally be targeted for assassination.
Killing Galan had made Pablo public enemy
number one in Colombia. The Avianca bombing
made him public enemy number one in the world.”
Being briefly jailed in what later came to be
described as his “luxury” prison didn’t deter
Escobar. It was on December 2, 1993, that the
head of the Cali Cartel who had resumed his drug
activities was finally tracked down and killed.
Backed up by agents of the U.S. Drug
Enforcement Agency (DEA), a police team, a group
called the “Search Bloc”, finally traced the fugitive
Escobar to a two-story row of houses in a “poor”
district of Medellin. The searchers, when they spotted
him trying to get away, recognized him—a fat man with
long curly black hair and a full beard. The major who
commanded the assault team picked up his radio and
exclaimed to his superior Col. Martinez in a voice loud
enough for even the men in the street below to hear:
“Viva Colombia! We have just killed Pablo Escobar!”
Were American sharpshooters in on the kill?
The official line is to deny it absolutely.
The strange phenomenon was that for many in
Colombia, especially in Medellin, thousands mourned for
Escobar. Thousands marched in his funeral, following
his casket and some even “swarmed to get closer, and
sometimes mourners opened the lid to stroke his face.”
There were chants of “We love you, Pablo!” and
“Long live Pablo Escobar”. There were threats against
the government and talk of revenge. Wow!
Have the slaying of Drug Lord Escobar and the
disruption of the Medellin Cartel halted the drug
trade? Not on your life. The rival and equally
murderous Cali Cartel, run by the Rodriguez
Orwjuela brothers—Jorge, Gilberto, and Miguel—is
now riding high. The prosperous drug industry is
like the many-headed Hydra monster. You chop
off one head and another grows in its place. It’s
important to stab the beast in the heart.
How can this be accomplished? If we find the
answer to that one, we’ll be able to save our country.
[END OF QUOTING]
Well, Mr. Soliven, YOU hold the answer right in
your pile of entropy on your desk or in your drawer:
GAIA. Rebuild your country on the right foundation
and let the lords of darkness do-in themselves.
How long will this job take? As long as it takes.
We note that the very ones who are into most
of the business in these “tattle tale” services such
as Chavit, and now Rosebud, end up the crowned
prince and princess while the people dance to the
Cha-Cha. My goodness, this Mata Hari, Rosebud,
is now on every talk show, i.e., like Larry King
Live from morn to night and is today featured in the
“Fashion” section of the prime newspaper, The
Philippine STAR, no less. There are movie rights
up for grabs and Rosebud can pick her favorite
stars to play her role. Well, she will want to do that
herself. She is classified as a “little China doll”.
There are even polls for the public to choose which
“hearing” they want to see vs. another. Is there
something wrong here? This tour of duty is getting to
be less and less “fun”—although we are making
inroads every day in the IMPORTANT way.
Thank you for staying the course.—GCH
dharma
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The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
ON ORWELL AND ISREAL
By Doug Collins, cfirc@canadafirst.net, 9/3/01
In South Africa the frenzied cries from our pols
and press say that there’s nothing racist about Israel
and Zionism.
The matter is really puzzling. I, therefore, crave
enlightenment. But I don’t think I’ll get it from Hedy
Fry, our multicult minister who has gone to Durban
looking for burning crosses.
Take the expression “ethnic cleansing”, of which our
lot in Ottawa say the Israelis are innocent. It first saw
the light during that little war in the Balkans. There was
nothing new about it, however. It has been going on
since Paleolithic times—and the Israelis are expert at it.
It started in what used to be Palestine the
moment Israel was created. Three-quarters of a
million Palestinians were chased out—and they and
their children have been refugees ever since.
Take terrorism. President Bush apparently blames the
dispossessed for it. Perhaps he has never heard of
Menachem Begin, who in 1948 filled wells with murdered
Palestinians of all ages at a place called Deir Yassin.
Begin later became the prime minister. And he had no
difficulty in coming to Canada on fund-raising trips.
How about Ariel Sharon? He was the guy who as
the Israeli defence minister in 1982 gave the green light
to the massacres at the Sabron and Chatilla refugee
camps in which at least a thousand Palestinians ended
up dead. It caused such a scandal, even in Israel, that
he was forced to resign. But I suppose all has been
forgiven, since he is now the prime minister. In the
U.K., though, a BBC program concluded that Sharon
could be put on trial for war crimes. More anti-Semitism!
Begin, Sharon, Yitzak Shamir, and Yitzak Rabin, prime
ministers all, have each deserved the title of terrorist.
But they are never named as such in our media. That
sort of thing is reserved for Yasser Arafat & Co.
You don’t get much of the Palestinian side of the
story but last year PBS did get around to telling some of
it in a documentary called The People and the Land. It
showed how the Palestinians are still being thrown out
of their homes and land to make room for Jewish
settlers. And how Israel takes not the slightest notice
of U.N. resolutions condemning such things.
At the time the program was aired, 140,000 Jews had
been moved in and thousands of Palestinian homes had
been destroyed. They are now, as the commentator
put it, 100 percent segregated communities that are in
effect dozens of little South Africas. Palestinians are
not even allowed to walk in those districts.
Also in Israel, ethnicity is a factor in what sort of
numberplate you get for your car. If you are a Jew, it’s
yellow. If you are a Palestinian, it’s white, or blue if you live
on the occupied West Bank. That isn’t racist, of course.
But if it isn’t, what is? And what do you call a system in
which race and religion determine whether you can go to
Israel to live? Any Jew from anywhere in the world can
become an Israeli citizen, but Palestinians who have emigrated
cannot go back to the country that was once theirs.
In view of all this I was perplexed to read a piece from the
Calgary Herald in which the Palestinians were compared to
the Nazis. It seems that they are oppressing the Jews, not the
other way round. The writer was associate editor Paul
Jackson—and at first I thought he was putting his readers on.
But then it dawned on me that he was off his rocker.
Living in Israel today is like living in Nazi Germany, he
wrote. It’s open season on the Jewish people and, as in
Nazi Germany, the world apparently doesn’t care.
In his view, the suicide bombers and other acts of

desperation by Palestinians are Nazi-like activities. So,
presumably, is the rock-throwing by Palestinian kids against
Israelis armed with guns. Pardon me if this gets
confusing—and, yes, I know about concentration camps.
But I never heard of the Nazis stacking themselves
with explosives and blowing themselves up, etc.
Jackson must be looking over his shoulder at Izzy
Asper & Co., who own the Herald . He’s probably
looking for promotion and I’m sure he’ll get it—
IzzyPress being pro-Zionist to the extent of ordering
its minions to run editorials from the Jerusalem Post.
Racism? Of course Israel is a racist state. It’s
just that no Western leaders want to admit it, there
being far more Jewish power in the West than Arab.
Why do you think that at last count the U.S. had
given $77 billion in aid to Israel? Which, as that PBS
program reported, is seven times as much as it has
given to the whole of Black Africa?
As George Orwell put it, two and two make five,
war is peace, and freedom is slavery.
—Doug Collins, was a World War II hero—eleven
escapes from German POW camps. He has had 55 years of
journalistic experience in Canada, with the Calgary Herald,
Vancouver Sun, CBC, and most recently as a columnist with
the NORTH SHORE NEWS. He was the victim of a B.C.
Human Rights Tribunal and was fined for some of his
controversial columns. The case is now working its way
toward an appeal in the courts. He is being backed in this
appeal by the Canadian Association for Free Expression.
WALL STREET PREDICTS
MAD COW CRISIS WILL HIT U.S.
By Holman W. Jenkins, Jr.,
Wall Street Journal—(Editorial), 9/3/01
[Note: Though 36 million head are slaughtered a year,
the USDA has examined only 12,000 brains since 1990—
that’s about 1200 cattle checked out of 36 million annually.
Former cattle rancher turned vegan, Howard Lyman has no
doubt Mad Cow has been here for years... the USDA and the
beef industry just aren’t looking very hard to find it.—ed.]
Moo Over, Mad Cow Is Coming
“Not a single case of mad cow” has been the
proud mantra of the U.S. beef industry since the
disease was discovered in Britain 15 years ago.
Not finding a case, though, has been largely a function
of not looking especially hard. Since last fall, events have
forced European countries to start examining every
slaughtered cow over a certain age, a big change from
checking for disease only if a wobbly beast ended up on the
evening news. It turns out mad cow gets around.
The French, Germans and Swiss have found 100plus cases so far. Italy just discovered its 23rd, Denmark
its second, and Sweden and Greece their first. Two have
been found in the Czech Republic. Soon there may be
a urine test for the distorted proteins, or “prions”,
thought to cause the disease.
That would mean
investigators wouldn’t have to rely on dissecting cow
brains for late-stage evidence of the slow-acting disease
(often called BSE). Testing would become easy and
cheap for animals that aren’t ready for slaughter.
Looking is often finding, so this would seem to bode a
consumer panic and economic disaster if mad cow is as
widely spread as many experts believe. The U.S. cattle
industry long ago convinced itself that a single case would
mean curtains for its $3.6 billion in annual beef exports,
not to mention a bruising domestic whack as consumers
defect to chicken, pork or—horrors—soy burgers.
But, lo, the pessimists overlook a phenomenon known
as desensitization or the “dog-bites-man effect”. In Germany
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beef consumption dropped 40% when the first case was
announced, but bounced back 20% by the 101 st.
Slowly, painfully, the rest of the world is starting
to calm down and accept mad cow as part of reality.
Isn’t it time we caught up?
The British experience has tended to color all thinking
about the disease, but Britain increasingly appears to be sui
generis. If the conventional account of mad cow’s rise and
spread is right, we should be seeing rising numbers of
human victims in Britain and beyond. We aren’t.
Hundreds of tons of British animal feed, the presumed
agent of infection, were exported to 80 countries until 1996,
including 12 tons to the U.S. Given its long latency period,
mad cow should have insinuated itself in the cattle food
chain under the standard scenario before anybody noticed.
Americans alone consume 45 million pounds a year of
“mechanically recovered meat”, which until recently would
typically have contained a helping of brain and spinal
tissues that are considered infectious agents.
Since the beginning, though, some experts have
emphasized a quirkiness of the British, namely their affection
for sheep, which looms larger in light of recent discoveries.
In a territory the size of Oregon, British herders keep 42
million sheep and 10 million cows, a ratio not commonly
found in industrial countries. The U.S., for example, keeps
seven million sheep and 100 million cows. Importantly, the
British also slaughter their sheep five times faster, and eat
12 times as much lamb and mutton per capita.
As befits a small, densely-developed country with a
great many carcasses to dispose of, the British also have
leaned heavily on protein recycling. Greeks raise and eat
a great deal of mutton, but most of their beef is imported
from France. The French eat as much lamb as the
Brits, but two-thirds is imported. Only Britain has
bolted its sheep and beef industries firmly together,
feeding each on the remains of the other.
The final key may be the unexpected laboratory finding
that sheep can get mad-cow disease by eating tiny amounts
of BSE-tainted material. That sent investigators digging back
through the brains of 3,000 sheep believed to have died of
scrapie, a common illness from which mad cow is theorized
to have descended. These revisitations have yielded strong
indications that some of the sheep actually died of BSE.
Most intriguing of all, infectious material was
found in the spleens of BSE-infected sheep,
something not found in BSE cows. Scrapie in sheep
is known to make its way into many organs.
This raises the possibility of a more complicated
pas de deux between the two species. Mad cow may
have originated, as the standard theory suggests,
from age-old scrapie after British cows fed on
infected sheep. But the new possibility is that the
B S E v a r i a n t t h e n passed back into sheep feeding on
infected cows, and then to humans who ate mutton, not beef.
Certainly, some such scenario is needed to explain the
eccentric cycling up of a British epidemic even as nothing
similar has befallen other BSE-infected countries. Mad cow
the disease may turn out to have a spotty presence
almost everywhere. Mad cow the epidemic, along
with its small accompanying retinue of human illness
cases, may be a freak product of British husbandry.
The British government has yet to advance an opinion
on whether humans can catch mad cow from eating lamb, let
alone whether sheep were responsible for transmitting a
cow-incubated BSE into the human food chain. But then the
idea that humans catch mad cow from eating beef is purely
hypothetical too (though often reported as fact).
At this point, it’s probably more comforting than
alarming that science knows much less about mad cow than
most of the public suspects. Steps taken so far have been
based on worst-case scenarios and a political demand to be
seen “doing something” rather than well-informed estimates
of risk. The British Medical Journal recently summed up
the current state of ignorance: “There is but one
incontestable fact, that Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy
(BSE) is the cause of variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease.”
That’s an important and interesting fact, but what
does it mean? The human version of mad cow is a
horrible disease, but no more horrible than “sporadic”
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CJD, which kills several thousand people a year and
has been recognized since 1920. As “sporadic”
implies, scientists have no idea how the disease picks
its victims. For all we know CJD has been passing
between humans and animals for millennia.
Washington and the cattle lobby have spent a
decade praying mad cow doesn’t show up here, despite
knowing it must sooner or later. Though 36 million head
are slaughtered a year, the Agriculture Department
has examined all of 12,000 brains since 1990. The
time has come to gear up a real hunt for our first case,
if only to get it over with.—http://www.purefood.org
WAL-MART AND THE
RED CHINESE SECRET POLICE, PART 3
By Sherman H. Skolnick, www.skolnicksreport.com, 9/6/01
Wal-Mart and the Reputed Crooked Judges in Chicago.
As owners and operators of the State of Arkansas,
the Rockefeller Family have had a two-pronged plan. As
agent for the Rockefellers/Red Chinese, Bill Clinton
arranged for the Northwest Arkansas Regional Airport to
be built. Some critics thought it was an unnecessary
facility. Perhaps they did not take into consideration its
location close to three Rockefeller-assisted so-called new
“fortunes”, started and headquartered nearby and now
spread out all over the nation if not the world: Wal-Mart
Stores, Inc., and their subsidiaries; Tyson Foods, Inc.,
also known as Tyson Chickens; and their transportation
wing, J.B Hunt Transport Services, Inc.
The oil-soaked, spy-riddled monopoly press seldom
mentions the plans of the Rockefellers, always showing
them, if at all, smiling, and only rarely mentions them and
Arkansas. Like the British in the 19th Century, seeking to
subjugate China with opium, the Rockefellers, as the first
part of the plan, are seeking to control the common people
of the U.S. by flooding the nation with “China White”, highpurity dope from Southwest China. Junkies prefer “China
White” because it can be smoked in a pipe and does not
require a needle in the arm. In the process, the Rockefellers
are assisting Red China in undermining the skilled trades and
useful employment in the U.S. by deluging the nation with
cheap goods from China and countries dominated by them
such as Sri Lanka. Spearheading that effort has been WalMart, capable of underselling most everybody with products
made by Chinese and other slave-laborers at camps and
factories under the authority of the Secret Police.
And the Red Chinese Gestapo pick healthy dissidents
to be arbitrarily imprisoned, awaiting orders for human body
parts from major U.S. transplant centers, dominated by the
Rockefellers. Upon receiving such an order from a well-off
patient, a prisoner is condemned to death, shot in the back
of the head, and his liver, kidneys, and such are removed.
They are most often sent to the major U.S. transplant center
at Rockefeller’s University of Chicago Hospitals. The
proceeds from the major “China White” dope trafficking,
weapons smuggling, and harvesting of human body parts,
and other such, are laundered through the Chicago markets
disguised as dealings in currency and soybeans.
[Visit our extensive Website series, “THE RED
CHINESE SECRET POLICE IN THE U.S.”]
The second section of the Rockefeller scheme is to relocate all or a substantial portion of Wal-Mart’s
headquarters to Chicago. Tyson has already set up in
Chicago a major food processing plant that reportedly
employs a large number of non-citizen Mexicans more or less
induced to infiltrate the U.S. Such workers are subject to
being cowed by the Immigration and Naturalization Service
(INS). And such labor is preferred to local labor which likes
to be unionized and receive numerous fringe benefits. After
all, Chicago has traditionally been a trade union town.
To make this all work, Wal-Mart needs an arbitrary and
corrupt federal judiciary, cowardly lawyers, and a venal seenothing press who are more like stenographers of official
government lies rather than like inquiring reporters. Big
corporations prefer to litigate in Chicago’s Federal courts.
Why? As one blunt observer aptly stated, “Chicago has the

cheapest judicial whores in the nation”.
Notice this example from one of our Website stories. A
crusading attorney from Fayetteville, Arkansas, Dan C. Ivy,
has been the attorney of choice in Chicago for a storyboard
designer suing Coca-Cola and Simon Marketing for copyright
damages. Ivy is one of the few attorneys I have observed
in 40 years as a court-reformer, that dared to repeatedly
confront, to her face, a federal district judge in Chicago
who committed a fraud upon her own Court. How?
Through judicial perjuries. That is, in plain language, a
judge trying to cover up an arbitrary and corrupt ruling
by mouthing off straight-out lies from the bench. As a
cover-up, Chicago District Judge Blanche M. Manning
[(312) 435-7608] did what is forbidden in Anglo-Saxon
Law. That is, for a person to sit as a judge in their own
case. She ruled that she had not done the judicial lies
with which she was charged in some six petitions by Ivy,
invoking “fraud upon the court” against her.
A reputed major unpunished gangster and power
broker reportedly paid a million dollars for her to have
a chair in the U.S. District Court in Chicago. Buying
and selling judgeships is a seldom-discussed subject.
[Visit our 8-part series “Coca-Cola, the CIA, and the
Courts”, also “Open Letter to Coca-Cola Bottlers”, as
well as “Buying a Judgeship”.]
An appeal from the Chicago U.S. District Court
goes to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 7th Circuit
[Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin]. It is the end of the
line for most all cases. Why? The U.S. Supreme
Court agrees to hear only a handful of cases from the
many thousands that petition for Certiorari, a form of
“begging” petition, imploring them to please, please
allow you to be heard in their tribunal. Just to show
they are lazy and indifferent, at the beginning of a
recent U.S. Supreme Court term, which starts in
October, there were pending 1600 such “begging”
petitions. EACH AND EVERY such petition was
refused, without explanation, with just one word,
“DENIED”. No “merit” to any of them? Really?
Two spark plugs on the 7th Circuit Appeals Court have
been Richard A. Posner [(312) 435-5806], for a long time
Chief Judge, and his ever-present shadow and side-kick,
Frank H. Easterbrook [(312) 435-5808]. [I confirmed by
personal observation and reported on my TV Program that
Easterbrook is a dope user and in the middle of hearings in
his court, giggles and laughs to the ceiling. As a reprisal,
Posner/Easterbrook ordered that I and a TV Show associate
of mine, Joseph Andreuccetti, be barred FROM ALL THE
COURTS in the 7th Circuit. Do not waste my time telling me
about my First Amendment rights. The U.S. Supreme Court
sent back one word as to our petition, “DENIED”. So our
First Amendment rights have been CANCELLED.]
Both Posner and Easterbrook previously were law
professors at Rockefeller’s University of Chicago Law
School. [So the monopoly press never told you the
Rockefellers founded and dominate the University of
Chicago? Now you know.] Another fellow law professor
was Antonin Scalia who sits on the U.S. Supreme Court.
He is so arbitrary and hard-hearted, Scalia could if he were
an adult then, have been a functionary in Benito Mussolini’s
Fascist government. Study Scalia’s outrageous role
in dominating the installation of George W. Bush as
“resident” and “occupant” of the White House via the
case of Bush versus Gore. The un-inaugurated
PRESIDENT, who won the popular vote, was GORE.
[Visit our Website stories on the 2000 Election.]
While on the bench, Posner, Easterbrook and Scalia, do
not disclose in their mandatory annual financial disclosure
forms, that they also represent the billion-dollar stock
portfolio of their patrons, Rockefeller’s University of
Chicago. Among the stock therein are blocks of stock of
Coca-Cola, Wal-Mart and other major corporate pirates.
Guess who is favored in their crooked court?
Judge Posner has several specialties. He has written
books and articles on the subject of “economic efficiency”
in the judiciary. In simple terms, he believes it is NOT
economically “efficient” for an underdog to be ALLOWED
to sue or bother a large corporation.
In a debate sponsored by the Federal Bar Association’s
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Chicago chapter, Judge Posner advanced the view that
people who think federal jurists base their legal opinions
solely on their interpretation of the law and the Constitution
are living in a make-believe world. [As reported in the
lawyers’ newspaper, the Chicago Daily Law Bulletin, May
24, 2001.] Posner heckled a law professor who teaches his
students to rely on the law and the facts. “But Posner
suggested that [Law Professor] Stone was not being realistic
about how the courts work,” the article went on to quote
Judge Posner, “I don’t understand why constitutional law
professors teach fairy tales to their students”.
Judge Posner’s views as a judicial dictator as to the
“economic efficiency” of the courts, are set forth in
Frontiers of Legal Theory by Richard A. Posner (Harvard
University Press, Cambridge, Mass.), as reported in the
Chicago Daily Law Bulletin, June 26, 2001.
Another specialty of Judge Posner/Judge
Easterbrook is to mouth-off judicial perjuries in their
rulings, arbitrarily favoring certain corporate pirates.
Also, Judge Posner refuses to disqualify himself even
when confronted in an appeal that he is directly,
personally involved. Further, Posner formed a business,
a litigation service firm, that reportedly engages in the
BIG FIX. [See the details in our Website story, at the
time Posner was a mediator in the Microsoft Anti-Trust
case, “Chief Crook Enters Microsoft Case”.]
What is a JUDICIAL PERJURY?
A simple
explanation. The undisputed court record shows it is
DAY. The lying, corrupt judge proclaims the record
shows it is NIGHT. Then, applying prior decisions,
called case law, as to NIGHT, the corrupt judge favors
those in the case who worked a malign influence on the
judge. [Posner/Easterbrook threatened lawyers with
punishment who dared complain about the judges’
judicial lies. See our story about Chief Crook.]
In the Rockefeller plan to have Wal-Mart re-locate their
headquarters or part of their headquarters to Chicago,
Rockefeller-linked Banker-Judges like Posner and most others
on the 7th Circuit in Chicago, will protect the Rockefellerassisted Wal-Mart from any “legal problems”.
An example: While his fight with Wal-Mart was
pending in Arkansas, attorney Dan Ivy filed an appeal in
Chicago against Coca-Cola. All the federal appeals
judges in active service in Chicago—under the
domination of gang-leaders Posner/Easterbrook—without
explanation or specifics, entered an order REFUSING to
allow Ivy to appear as an attorney in their Court, thus
seeking to block the appeal. That is one way of dealing
with a crusading attorney who also bothers Helen
Walton and Wal-Mart. Are Wal-Mart stores major
sellers of Coca-Cola, and have ties to McDonald’s? [Visit
part 2 of this series. Also, Coca-Cola series, Part 8,
dealing with purported embezzlement of McDonald’s.]
Look what happens to more independent-minded
commodity and currency traders in Chicago who do
NOT go along with the money laundering of the Red
Chinese Secret Police through the Chicago markets.
That is, the Chicago Board of Trade, the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange, and their basement sort of stepsister, Chicago Board Options Exchange.
In January 1989, the day after the inauguration of George
Herbert Walker Bush as President, began the federal criminal
indictments of 46 Chicago commodity and currency traders.
Going back to the time he was Vice President, the
Elder Bush instigated these indictments. Involved
were mostly five-dollar discrepancies in “frontrunning” trading, a long-accepted industry practice to
which no customer apparently complained.
I was present in 1992 in the courtroom of the U.S.
Court of Appeals in Chicago, when some of the cases
were heard on oral argument. For example, a group of the
defendants known as the “Soybean Ten” were kept in jail
and not allowed out on bond, yet they had ostensibly
no prior criminal records. I tried, in vain, to point out to
their million-dollar-retained lawyer, Alan Dershowitz,
there present, the serious conflicts of interest of the
7th Circuit Judges. I had, likewise in vain, informed
him of it, prior to the appeal hearing.
For example, heading the three-judge hearing panel was
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Federal Appeals Judge Richard D. Cudahy [(312) 435-5825],
the richest judge in the U.S. His extensive mandatory annual
financial disclosure forms showed he headed the Patrick
Cudahy Trust, a massive offshoot of the meatpacking and
commodity industries, opponents of the defendants. He
should have disqualified himself—and Dershowitz, busy
counting the million dollars he got, was too chicken to speak
up. Before the hearing, I informed some of the spectators who
were relatives of the “Soybean Ten”.
Thinking themselves somehow in the same category as
the high-and-mighty judicial dictators, the relatives insulted
me. “Who the hell are you, Mr. Skolnick? We are not
interested in your so-called details.” I almost blurted out,
“Your relatives are going to get what they deserve, since
they suck-up to the Establishment so much.” They did not
know or want to know that—by not adequately assisting
the Red Chinese Secret Police, and their dope/weapons/
human-body-parts money laundry, dominating the
Chicago markets since at least the early 1980s—the traders
were going to be put into Judge Cudahy’s meat-grinder.
So, will the Rockefeller puppet, Wal-Mart, be in a safe
and secure place in the Chicago area as their planned new
headquarters? Wal-Mart’s reputed crooked federal judicial
protectors have given their oath. Secretly, the corruptible
judges have sworn to uphold, not the U.S. Constitution,
but the plans of the Rockefellers, their oily patrons.
Stay tuned. [For details of the most massive
judicial bribery in U.S. history, in related civil cases
involving soybeans, Visit our Website story “Marc
Rich—Swindles the Pope’s Soybean Company”.]—Email: skolnick@ameritech.net
HOLLYWOOD HELPS BATTERED CIA
COME IN FROM THE COLD
By Duncan Campbell (Los Angeles),
The Guardian—London, 9/6/01

entertainment with satisfaction is Chase Brandon, a CIA
officer with 25 years experience in Central and South
America who now acts as the agency’s entertainment liaison
officer. Until five years ago, CIA policy had been to refuse
to comment when approached by the media. As a
result, Mr. Brandon said, the agency had watched the
military, the FBI and the police establish themselves as
heroic, if flawed, characters through countless television
programmes, while the CIA appeared as a sinister outfit.
“Any time in the past we would have just said ‘no
comment’, but five years ago I started to change all
that,” Mr. Brandon said. “It’s my job to inform and
educate the public about a secret organisation and yet
not divulge any secrets.” Since opening the door, he
said, there had been “a tremendous amount of interest”.
The CIA looks at a script before deciding whether
to cooperate either through advice or by making
facilities available. But “when someone wants to do
an asinine representation of us, they’re free to do so,
but I’m not going to support that”.
The creator of The Agency, Michael Frost Beckner,
spent time with Mr. Brandon at his home and at the Virginia
HQ and then came up with a rough draft which he sent to
the CIA. “I made some comments and he made some
changes,” Mr. Brandon said. He said he was gratified that
The Agency had gone out of its way to show “the bravery
and decency of the men and women who work here”.
Envious Eye on MI-5
“The taxpaying citizens will have a little better idea of
what we do,” he said. “The popular image of us is of some
kind of rogue organisation creating mayhem and madness on
a whim... We hate to see ugly imagery of us in television and
films. [MM: In other words: “We hate the TRUTH!]
It’s patriotism, it’s bravery, it’s honour. We’ve had
a bellyful of seeing ourselves miscast.” He added that he
had cast an envious eye in the past at the way British spies
were portrayed. “MI-5 and MI-6 were always very
sophisticated and debonair with John Le Carr and
Frederick Forsyth. That was all very good imagery.”
Although he said he is anxious to ensure
authenticity, he accepts that two of The Agency’s stories
bear little relation to reality: The CIA would never
operate in the UK without informing America’s allies, he
said. And as for saving Castro when in fact the CIA had
tried to have him killed: “I found that one kind of
amusing”, but “our efforts to hasten his [Castro’s] departure
from office were a direct order from President Kennedy”.
All three CIA series could be coming to Britain.
There are also five completed films in which the CIA
features and a further two in pre-production. Mr. Brandon
hopes that the films will also play a part in redefining the
agency. “But we haven’t gone all Hollywood. The mission
of the CIA is to protect the country which gives film-makers
the freedom to make their films.” What the CIA
hopes to avoid are films like Three Days of the
Condor, the 1975 epic which showed it in a bad light.
Gloria Reuben, who stars in The Agency, said:
“We don’t know about the positive things that have
happened, because they can’t talk about it... I wonder
if we didn’t have these people, what language we
would be speaking right now.”
The veteran CIA-watcher Saul Landau, author of The
Dangerous Doctrine: National Security and U.S. Foreign
Policy, said: “The CIA have not done very well over the
years; they have been in a number of scandals and they’ve
murdered people. They certainly need a makeover and who
better than Hollywood to do it for them? This is an
organisation that was created to fight the Soviet Union and
now that it’s gone they have no reason to be.”

The CIA hopes that three new television series
and five new films in which the agency is featured in
a mainly flattering light will help to change its image
as a shadowy organisation specialising in dirty tricks
and assassinations. So pleased is it with one of the
series that it is throwing a red carpet reception for the
premiere at its headquarters in Virginia.
The new starring role for the CIA coincides with the
agency’s decision to employ a full-time entertainment liaison
officer, himself a former CIA officer in Latin America, and to
throw open the doors of its headquarters to film-makers.
The policy seems to have paid off, with scriptwriters even
rewriting history to present an upbeat portrait of the agency.
The shows are seen as a way of telling American
taxpayers that the CIA provides value for money at a
time when security budgets may be tight.
The series with which the CIA is most involved is The
Agency, which is being overseen by Wolfgang Peterson,
who made Das Boot, Air Force One and The Perfect Storm.
“Now that the cold war is over, people are questioning
whether we need a CIA and this is a great opportunity to
get the word out,” Peterson said of the series. He denied,
however, that the show would paint the agency in an entirely
heroic light: “If we do a show that would only paint them as
straightforward heroes, I think it would not be right.”
Part of the first episode of The Agency was filmed inside
the CIA’s headquaters. It stars Gil Bellows, most recently
seen in Ally McBeal, Ronny Cox from Beverly Hills Cop, and
Gloria Reuben from ER. The villains will include Arab
terrorists, Colombian drug dealers, Iraqis and German urban
guerrillas. [MM: The stereotypical Khazarian Zionist IBCNWO scapegoats—including Osama bin Laden.] One episode
ANGRY NEVADANS
will show how the CIA foils a terrorist attack on Harrods
PACK
YUCCA
MOUNTAIN HEARING
without informing the British authorities, and another shows
how it saves the life of Fidel Castro.
By Sunny Lewis, Environment News Service, 9/8/01
Another show, called ALIAS, will feature a kick-boxing
new CIA recruit, played by Jennifer Garner. A third series,
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA—Nevadans will not accept
24, on Fox TV, stars Kiefer Sutherland as a “stressed-out
spook” leading an elite team who have 24 hours to uncover the nation’s high-level nuclear waste being dumped at
Yucca Mountain, 90 miles northwest of Las Vegas.
an assassination plot against a presidential candidate.
Observing the sudden bonanza of CIA-friendly Hundreds of angry people showed up at a Department
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of Energy (DOE) public hearing in Las Vegas last
night to express their objections. Simultaneous
hearings were held in Carson City, Elko and Reno.
Led by Governor Kenny Guinn and the entire
Nevada Congressional delegation, who testified via
satellite hookup from Washington, D.C., speakers
continued until well after midnight.
A few expressed support for the construction of
the permanent nuclear waste repository—but the
overwhelming majority of the crowd was hostile to the
Department of Energy (DOE) proposal.
The DOE proposes to haul 77,000 tons of spent
nuclear fuel rods and other high-level radioactive
waste from 70 storage sites in 46 states by road and
rail to Yucca Mountain, the only site being
considered for its permanent storage.
Nevada Governor Kenny Guinn, a Democrat, delivered
a grim, determined challenge to the Bush administration.
Governor Guinn characterized the outpouring of
opposition by the crowd in a positive light. “This is
honest, constructive and impassioned public input on
an issue that is paramount to the health and safety of
every Nevadan, and every American whose home,
school or place of business sits along the proposed
paths that the deadliest substance on Earth, if DOE
has its way, will be brought to Nevada.”
The governor and the overflow crowd expressed
anger that the hearing was called with only a few
days notice and before an environmental impact
statement (EIS) has been filed.
The scientific
evidence is not complete, Guinn said, yet the DOE
has called this meeting to gather public comment on
that evidence “prematurely” and over our “reasonable
and faithful objections”. He pledged to complain
about the process in letters to President George W.
Bush and Energy Secretary Spencer Abraham.
“This fight transcends party affiliations,
transcends socio-economic class, race or gender and
galvanizes all Nevadans from every corner of the state
in opposition,” the governor said to a standing
ovation. “We in Nevada will not stand for it.”
Senator Harry Reid, a Democrat, called the hearing
“unfair from the beginning”. He criticized Abraham for
failing to attend the Nevada hearings and charged the
Bush administration with rushing Yucca Mountain
through by limiting the public comment period to an
additional 15 days instead of the 60-day extension requested
by the Nevada Congressional delegation. Public comments
on the possible recommendation of Yucca Mountain as the
nation’s nuclear dump are now due by October 5.
Reid called transportation of the nuclear waste the most
difficult issue. “It’s in everybody’s backyard,” he said.
“The Department of Energy won’t tell us what railways
they’re going to use, what highways they’re going to use
because they know they would have to have an
environmental impact statement, which I don’t think they
can get approved.” Reid said the waste should be left
where it is and dealt with in those locations.
Senator John Ensign, a Republican, expressed
outrage and said the hearing process “may be
technically legal, it is certainly not the morally right
way to handle these hearings”.
Ensign pointed out that DOE scientists differ from
“outside scientists” on the safety of the Yucca
Mountain proposal, and criticized the agency for
holding the hearings before an official investigation
into a possible conflict of interest on the part of one
of its contractors is concluded.
Warning that Yucca Mountain would cost $60
billion dollars, making it the “most expensive
construction project in the history of the world”,
Ensign said the safest and cheapest way to handle
the spent nuclear fuel would be to put it in dry cask
storage on the sites where it is currently located.
Dry cask storage is “good for 100 years”, Ensign
said—which would give scientists time to explore
promising new nuclear waste “recycling” technologies
that would reduce the volume of the waste and the
length of time it would be radioactive.
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Republican Congressman Jim Gibbons called the
Yucca Mountain plan “a misguided policy”, and said
“disaster is a very real possibility”.
Congresswoman Shelley Berkeley, a Democrat, said the
DOE’s scientific evaluation concerning the repository’s
ability to safely contain the waste was “incredibly
optimistic” and conformed only to the “lowest
possible standards”. The government should begin
the decommissioning of Yucca Mountain, she said,
because “Nevadans don’t want this project.”
Western Shoshone native leader Corbin Harney told the
hearing that his people had enjoyed the lands which include
Yucca Mountain for hundreds of years until the federal
government began atomic-weapons testing on Shoshone
lands. He accused the DOE of “telling lies after lies”.
Western Shoshone Leader Corbin Harney: “Yucca
Mountain is not a safe place to put any kind of
nuclear waste,” Harney said. “It’s not a mountain to
begin with, like they’ve been telling us, it’s rolling
hill. That’s a moving mountain,” said Harney. “It’s
got a snake there, it’s going to continually move.”
“There are seven volcanic buttes there,” Harney
warned. “Underneath it is hot water that’s causing a
lot of frictions in that tunnel, and today they’re
telling you it’s not dangerous. But how come, if it’s
not dangerous, many, many of my people have died
from cancer caused by radiation.”
The crowd relentlessly heckled Gary Sandquist, a
professor of mechanical engineering from the
University of Utah who has spent 40 years monitoring
nuclear-weapons testing.
During a tense few moments, moderator Barry
Lawson, threatened to close the public hearing if the
angry shouts did not stop, and some order was restored.
Sandquist tried to convince the hostile audience
that in what he called “this energy crisis” Americans
need electricity, and that because 20 percent of the
nation’s power is generated by nuclear power plants,
“we must store the nuclear fuel somewhere”. Yucca
Mountain is the best place to store it, he maintained
in the face of hisses and boos.
Part of the Standing-Room-Only Crowd
Speaker Bill Vasconi, co-chairman of the non-profit
Nevada Nuclear Waste Study Committee, has worked for
17 years at the Nevada Nuclear Test Site. He said
Nevada should accept as a fact that Yucca Mountain will
be the nation’s nuclear repository and begin extracting
financial concessions from the federal government.
He envisioned federal funding for nuclear-energy
research centers and other educational institutions.
The crowd reserved its loudest cheers for Las Vegas
Mayor Oscar Goodman who said he is “the happiest mayor
in the world” and wants to stay that way without worrying
that a truck on its way to Yucca Mountain is going to
turn over in Las Vegas spilling radioactive waste.
Mayor Goodman described his inspection visit to Yucca
Mountain in the company of two DOE officials: “After we
viewed the site, I said to them, ‘Can you tell me with any
kind of certainty that this nuclear repository is safe?’
He quoted one of the officials, Dr. Ritkin, as saying,
“No one could ever say that with certainty.”
Las Vegas Mayor Oscar Gooodman said he will
personally arrest any driver of a nuclear-waste truck
in his city.
“Well, if they can’t tell us that we’re safe, how
dare they even consider bringing this crap here?”
Goodman challenged. “If there is a spill, the driver
doesn’t have to worry because he’s wearing a uniform,
but the people around here within 42 square miles are
having carcinogens put into the air that can give
them cancer and kill them—and that’s not going to
take place as long as I’m the mayor of Las Vegas.”
Additional hearings will be held on September 12
in Amargosa Valley, adjacent to Yucca Mountain, and
on September 13 in Pahrump, Nevada.
The Preliminary Site Suitability Evaluation, released
August 21, and the Yucca Mountain Science and
Engineering Report, release May 7, are available on the
Yucca Mountain Project Website at: http://www.ymp.gov/

Public comments are being accepted on the Yucca
Mountain Project Website or by mail or fax to:
Carol Hanlon,
S Products Manager,
U.S. Department of Energy,
Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Office,
P.O. Box 30307 M/S 025,
North Las Vegas, NV 89036-0707.
Fax: 1-800-967-0739.
*Further technical information about Yucca
Mountain is available at the Nuclear Waste Technical
Review Board Website at: http://www.nwtrb.gov/
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president Sunday for two years, replacing Van Haaren,
who has led UNI since its creation in January 2000.
Since December 2000 she has headed the Finnish
service union PAM, which has 200,000 members.
American Joe Hansen became Sunday the new
main UNI vice president. Briton Philip Jennings
remains as UNI secretary general.
The next UNI congress is to be held in Chicago,
Illinois in 2005.
NICE GUYS GET ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS
By John Derbyshire, V Dare.com, 9/9/01

NEW LABOR ORGANISATION
URGES UNIONS TO ADAPT TO GLOBALIZATION
AFP, 9/9/01
BERLIN—A new global labor organization, the 15.5million-member Union Network International (UNI), called for
minimum rights for workers in the face of globalization as it
wrapped up its first congress in Berlin Sunday.
Around 1,000 delegates passed a resolution during their
five-day congress that defined a new class of workers,
including those in information-related industries who often
function internationally and who are not covered by normal
“collective bargaining and social dialogue”.
UNI said it wanted to win basic workers’ rights
for these people by negotiating minimum standards
with employers and guarantees for protection in social
rights, benefits and training.
German President Johannes Rau had opened the
congress Wednesday with a call for a worldwide
response by labor to industrial globalization.
He said globalization represented “a changed
reality”, and that is why it was “undeniable” that
trade unions had to be international.
“We can’t afford the internationalization of
capital (to be matched by) the provincialism of the
rights of workers,” Rau said.
UNI president Kurt van Haaren said that in the new
world of global financial, labor and product markets “a
strong global labor union is forcefully necessary”.
He said “the monstrous power” of international firms
and business “calls for control and a counter-power,
calls forcefully for a labor union counter-power”.
Van Haaren said the 1,000 delegates gathered at a hotel
and convention complex in formerly communist eastern
Berlin represented 15 million members from 1,000 trade
unions from 150 countries, including branches of major
French unions, the huge German union Verdi, Japanese
unions and the major U.S. union the AFL-CIO.
The UNI was founded in January 2000 to provide
a “social” response to globalization, the organization
said in a communiqué.
It calls itself the “skills and services international” and
says it is the global union for the new millennium.
It uses on-line technology and other modern
communications to build networks with affiliate unions.
The UNI delegates said they wanted unions to
oversee pension funds.
They said that $17 billion (18.8 billion euros) in
pension money is currently invested in financial
markets and that unions should be able to “influence
how this capital is used... (according to) ethically and
socially defendable principles”.
The UNI said firms, especially ones that are global and
escape in many instances control by individual nations,
should be held to “principles of good governance”,
specifically giving unions the right to consult on the
social consequences of mergers and acquisitions.
It said world committees should be set up in
international companies, based on the European
experience with such committees, to define “minimum
norms which multinationals must respect”.
The UNI delegates spoke out for the idea of “global”
union actions, mainly in fighting discrimination and racism
and for the role of young people and women in society.
Finland’s Maj-Len Remahl, 59, was elected UNI

There are places that Americans never think about from one
year’s end to the next, but whose affairs occasionally shed light on
important topics. There is, for example, Australia. You’re going to
need an atlas for this one: I shall pause while you pull it down.
Got it? Good. Now fix your eye on Cape York, which is
the northern-most point of the Australian mainland—the tip of the
“terrier’s ear”, for those who like to fancy they see human and
animal images in the shapes of countries. (Britain is a man riding
a pig. Italy is a boot. China is a pot-bellied dragon. The U.S.A.
doesn’t look like anything.) From Cape York, scan westwards
about forty degrees of longitude, to a point in the ocean a couple
of hundred miles south of Jakarta, the capital of Indonesia. There
you will find a tiny place with a charming name: Christmas Island,
so named because the first person who bothered to name it (one
Captain William Mynors of the East India Company) arrived there
on Christmas Day, 1643. Christmas Island belongs to Australia,
and is much in the news down there this past few days.
This story began early Monday morning, August 27th, when
a Norwegian cargo ship named the Tampa, on her way from
Singapore to Fremantle in Western Australia, picked up a distress
call from another ship that was sinking. Tampa went to the
rescue, as she was obliged to do, both in humanity and under
maritime law. She found an Indonesian ferryboat, the KM Palapa
1, in distress, with more than 400 souls on board in peril of their
lives. The Tampa, a small vessel with a crew of only 23, took
them all aboard, tallying 369 men, 26 women—four of them
pregnant—and 43 children. (Subsequent recounts have altered
these numbers slightly.) Her next step, under international law,
was to take these people to the “nearest feasible
disembarkation point”, which would have been any one of three
or four Indonesian ports. At this point, politics kicked in.
Those 400-odd people turned out to be “asylum seekers”—
a phrase already very familiar to Europeans and Australians, and
which will be coming soon to a U.S. entry point near you. Most
of them are from Afghanistan, a few from Sri Lanka and other
parts of Asia. They are “seeking asylum” because, for one reason
or another, life is intolerable to them in their own countries, and
they want something better elsewhere. “Elsewhere”, of course,
means a country with a high standard of living, a demand for
cheap labor, and a mature welfare state. In this particular case, it
means Australia. The people the Tampa rescued want to go to
Australia. They made this unmistakably plain to the captain,
threatening him and his way-outnumbered crew with harm
if he did not take them to Australia. In effect, they
hijacked his ship—an act of piracy. The captain thereupon
headed for Christmas Island, the nearest Australian territory.
The Australian government, once they knew what was
happening, refused permission for the Tampa to land its
“passengers” on Christmas Island. For one thing, the island is
tiny and well-nigh uninhabitable. The current population is 1,500,
so the Tampa’s guests would have increased it by thirty percent.
In fact, because of its status as Australian territory and its
closeness to Indonesia, Christmas Island is a favorite destination
for “asylum seekers”—and hundreds have already landed there in
recent weeks. Australia has ferried them to the mainland and
interned them in camps in the deep outback while their cases
are processed. For another thing, the Australians are fed up
with “asylum seekers”, who they believe to be economic, not
political, refugees. It is known that Indonesian cartels are
running huge people-smuggling operations into Australia, with
customers from the Middle East, India and China paying
$5,000 each to be dumped on Australia’s 16,000 miles of
coastline. (That’s a yard-and-a-half of coastline for every man,
woman and child in Australia. You see the problem.)
Measures of the fed-upness of Australians are not hard to
find. John Howard, the Australian Prime Minister, told a cheering
parliament: “It remains our very strong determination not to allow
this vessel or its occupants, save in excepting [sic] humanitarian
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circumstances clearly demonstrated, to land in Australia... We
cannot surrender our right as a sovereign country to control our
borders. We cannot have a situation where people can come to
this country when they choose.” Opinion polls show support of
Howard’s policy in the range 80 to 90 percent. (There is, let
me add, an election coming up in Australia.) Newspaper
editorials and radio call-in shows reflect this sentiment. When
the ship entered Australian waters off Christmas Island, it
was boarded by a team of Australian commandos.
Notwithstanding all of which, I hereby predict that the
“asylum seekers” on the Tampa will eventually become
Australians. Why? Because no one else will have them.
The Indonesians have already made their position very
plain. They have threatened military action if there is any
attempt to land the “asylum seekers” on Indonesian soil. A
spokesman for the Indonesian armed forces said: “We will not
allow these illegal migrants into the country. The military is
ready to take any measures to ensure the government is able
to carry out this policy.” Nobody thinks he is kidding.
Asian countries have a straightforward approach to boatloads
of refugees that appear off their coasts: They refuse them entry,
towing them back out to sea if necessary. Sometimes they sink
them. In one incident, a boatload of 93 refugees was used as
target practice by the Vietnamese navy; only eight survived to tell
the tale. The ironclad rule in these situations is: Whichever
country is most squeamish about watching kids drown off its
shores, ends up by taking in the “asylum seekers”.
Or, to put it another way: Nice guys get illegal immigrants.
In any case, the “asylum seekers” do not want to go to
Indonesia, and have threatened to jump overboard if the ship heads
back there, or even if it just leaves sight of Christmas Island. They
want to go to Australia. These people are not, or not only, fleeing
from, they are fleeing to. They didn’t pay five thousand bucks
a head to get to Jakarta. Back in the days of the Vietnam boat
people, twenty years ago, several thousand ended up in detention
camps in Hong Kong, under fairly unpleasant conditions.
Moved by compassion, the Republic of Ireland—this was
in the days before the “Celtic Tiger” awoke—offered
residence to a certain number of them. There were no takers.
Well, you can follow the rest of the Tampa story on the
AP wires. There is a good e-mail in discussion on the BBC
News “Talking Point” Website. All I want to do here is to
make my point about the inevitability of these people
eventually becoming Australians. They will become Australians
because Australia is a Christian country with a strong humanitarian
tradition, an Anglo-Saxon legal system, and a huge load of
White-liberal guilt about poor people in poor countries.
Already the armies of what my Uncle Fred calls “the
love-the-world crowd” are mustering. Mary Robinson, the
U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights, and a four-star
generalissimo in those armies, has declared that Australia bears
“primary responsibility” for the immigrants and should accept
them. Just to remind you: Australia is involved because the
“asylum seekers” hijacked a Norwegian ship and ordered it to
make for Australian waters. This is how, in the mind of
Ms. Robinson, you acquire “primary responsibility”.
In related news, as we say in the bloviating business, Michael
D’Andre, a county legislator here in my own county, is being
asked to step down because of remarks he made during a public
hearing last Tuesday. The hearing was one of many, many we
have been having here in Long Island’s Suffolk County on the
issue of “day laborers”—illegal immigrants from Central America
who gather on certain street corners to get a day’s work from local
contractors. Mr. D’Andre’s own town has not yet been afflicted
by this blight. He felt moved to say that if it was: “We’ll be up
in arms. We’ll be out with baseball bats.” You can imagine the
reaction of the local Mary Robinsons, of whom Suffolk County
has a good supply. In the dismally predictable way these things
always develop, D’Andre—the 78-year-old son of Italian
immigrants, legal immigrants—has issued a grovelling apology, a
course of action that will, of course, do nothing to prevent him
from being torn to pieces by a howling mob of love-the-worlders.
“Asylum seekers”. “Day laborers”. “Undocumented aliens”.
Welcome to the great issue of our times. Just don’t expect to
hear your legislators talking truthfully about it, much less taking
any decisive action. The latest news I have is that Australian
Prime Minister John Howard is “seeking a compromise”.
That’s what politicians in Anglo-Saxon countries do. They
“seek a compromise”. Then they surrender.
[John Derbyshire is one reason we keep reading National Review.
You can buy his new book Fire from the Sun on-line, and read all his
published columns on his homepage.] http://vdare.com
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Adversarial Thrust:
Destroy Your Resistance
9/10/01—#1 (15-025)

[QUOTING ORLANDO SENTINEL 9/7/01:]

TINY MUTATION BROUGHT DEADLIER FLU
RE: FLESH-EATING BACTERIA—OXYGEN
THERAPY; GENETIC CHANGES IN FLU VIRUSES;
HELP FOR CARIBBEAN NATIONS FROM LIBYA; U.N.
A STUDY FOUND THAT CHANGES IN A
RACISM
CONFERENCE,
AND
SOME SINGLE GENE LET THE VIRUS JUMP FROM
OBSERVATIONS ON PRODUCTS, HELP—AND SELF CHICKENS TO PEOPLE, KILLING SIX
SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR A COUPLE
WASHINGTON (AP)—The virus that caused the
OF OUR RECENT TOPICS:
Hong Kong flu four years ago switched from a mild
illness to a deadly disease when changes occurred in
FLESH-EATING BACTERIA
just one of its genes, researchers have discovered.
That allowed the flu that had been concentrated
[QUOTING AP, 9/10/01:]
in chickens to jump to people, killing six of the 18
people infected.
SINGAPORE: NAVY OXYGEN TANKS
“What this tells you is that the avian influenza virus
SAVE MAN WITH FLESH-EATING BACTERIA
can become the virus that causes the disease in humans
SINGAPORE (AP)—A man who almost lost his life at any moment,” said Yoshihiro Kawaoka, one of the
to so-called flesh-eating bacteria was saved after research team at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
Authorities were forced to kill more than a
Singapore Navy doctors used oxygen tanks to cure him,
a news report said yesterday. Ahmad Dari, 61, had million chickens in Hong Kong to block the spread
flesh-eating bacteria in his neck and was close to death of the newly virulent flu.
The new findings are published in today’s issue
before receiving the oxygen therapy that helped kill the
of
the
journal SCIENCE.
bacteria, The New paper reported. Flesh-eating bacteria
“We have found that a limited number of very
cause necrotizing fascitis, a rare disease which can be
fatal. Doctors say the bacteria may have ENTERED tiny genetic changes in a specific gene, one called
DARI’S NECK THROUGH AN INFECTED TOOTH. PB2, can have a big effect on how potent the
The Republic of Singapore Navy allowed doctors to put influenza virus is,” Kawaoka said.
“Because the influenza virus constantly mutates, and
Dari in their hyperbaric oxygen chambers and treat him
with 100-percent pure oxygen at pressures two to three because only a few changes can make a nonpathogenic
times the normal atmospheric pressure.
virus highly pathogenic, we should assume that an
[END OF QUOTING]
outbreak of any new strain or subtype is potentially
O K , r e a d e r s , t o y o u w h o w i s h t o d i s c o u n t dangerous to humans,” he said.
writings as being “for someone else”, I urge you to
Robert Lamb, professor of biochemistry at
consider options when something goes wrong.
Northwestern University, called Kawaoka’s study
We have here in this report above an obvious intriguing.
anaerobe infection which will only respond to OXYGEN.
“In many ways it tells us just how complicated
You also basically come up with something which is understanding the influenza virus is, that a point mutation
VERY difficult to treat under any circumstances by in one gene can confer virulence,” he said. “It also tells
antibiotics. I simply repeat here that an anaerobic us just how dangerous a virus influenza is.”
bacteria cannot live in OxySol which could be given
The disease reappeared in Hong Kong this summer,
directly into the system in either a Dria-enhanced IV and again more than a million chickens were slaughtered.
apparatus or directly after filtering. This is not even
[END OF QUOTING]
some kind of “heroic” measure but actually one of very
And, AGAIN PLEASE, do not rush to kill all
conservative and accepted rehydration therapy. A very
the fowl of ground and air. Notwithstanding, PAY
good and exceptionally effective therapy is to add these
ATTENTION.
items to a general saline solution already in place. A
In the new language demanded by such as the FDA
simple saline solution commonly used provides a
on harmless natural products, it has been reported that
CARRIER for the oxygen along with the Drias which
immediately begin to act as would blood replacement. OxySol, as well as silver colloid—or other colloids, i.e.,
Please pay careful attention to Dr. Carlson’s gold, copper, etc., will give some measure of seemingly
article [MM: see page 6] regarding TEETH and better status as in possibly an improvement in health and
how deadly a dead tooth can actually become given well being. These items are simple “food supplements”
and are not listed among any medical studies as having
the right environment for microbial growth.
And, no, I am NOT saying to get all your teeth any proof of “approved therapeutic claims”. So, neither
out just in case something may be going wrong. I does “wash your hands”—A LOT—and even more if
AM telling you to be aware and pay attention to handling BIRDS, fowl or anaerobic bacteria.
Yes, indeed, I would possibly consider washing hands
things that might be taking place in your own body.
T h e s e d i s e a s e s a r e g o i n g t o b e e v e r m o r e and then a tiny spray of OxySol to the clean hands.
common as man tampers and deliberately mutates Moreover, I also think a bit sprayed up the nose and in the
microbes—and simple mutations bring forth new mouth might offer some depletion of the nasty bacteria,
strains of old viruses and microbes. An example: possibly, and freshen the breath for kissing closeness.
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God gave you perfect brains, if they are
present, and I simply suggest they are a good
“supplement” to your well-being and certainly there
is “no therapeutic claim” made herein.
In both Dria solutions, OxySol and colloidals—a little
goes a very long way, and can be diluted if necessary
and it is even recommended in the case of handwash
spritzing. And, if there are babies present, ask Mom
or Dad to spray off those pacifiers and bottle nipples
that hit the floor intentionally or otherwise.
At the least keep hydrogen peroxide available to rinse
those most dirty duds. The floor catches everything you
have on your dirty shoes, good friends, and even though
babies have wonderful immune systems most of the
time—there is a full limit to endurance.
Note how many of you pick up the pacifier and
simply wipe it off with your hand on your shirt and plunk
it right back between the toothless gums!!
You MUST get those immune systems sturdy
because it may well be a beautiful world—but it truly is
a rather dirty world. And the facts remain that less and
less response is coming from “just get some antibiotic
shots and the world will be fine.” No, it won’t.
The intentional thrust of the would-be-king
conspirators (dirty words) is to destroy resistance to
invasion of all kinds, from military lead poisoning to
microbial sneak-troops. The target is to seek out and
destroy the IMMUNE SYSTEMS of which only YOU
can protect and enhance YOURS. All additives are
simply tools and, frankly, the accepted antibiotics further
debilitate the immune system as it tries to respond to both
the microbe AND the antibiotic invaders.
I can write on things in the Philippines and have
meaning greater than other areas scattered hither and
yon, for we are experiencing it day by day. This is true
everywhere. I recall complaints from, yet, the
Philippines because we wrote predominantly on the
United States and too little on the Asian states. It is all
in your immediate perception and perspective.
Well, we have good examples before us in the
Philippines which tell great truths and present exceptional
parables. Right in the streets of Manila where the garbage
is being dumped in the streets you have a new happening
of “getting caught”. Some nitty garbage haulers simply
dumped their trucks in the street. Ok? What next?
Well, good friends, the garbage was HOSPITAL WASTE
with needles, bloody materials—and one of the hospitals
was a home for AIDS patients. So, right there for
everyone were IV tubes, needles and you name it.
This place is now undergoing an epidemic of Dengue
Fever and now there has started the other PLAGUES, such as
“the plague” and malaria. And so, the garbage is dumped in
the street because there are no dumpsites available while
incineration is “against the law”. Of course, there is a way to
incinerate and create power at the same time—but that is
too much to expect of politicians to consider—isn’t it?
Recently, after the big hotel fire here, there was a
sweep made of various facilities—and 11 HOSPITALS in
the local area were condemned as “should be torn
down”. Gilarmi passed the tests, barely, but the
Intercontinental Hotel Manila (across the street), didn’t.
I remind all of you: God provides “the way”,
HE does not do it FOR you. So be i t.

MENTAL ATTITUDES
Here we go again. If you don’t get control of
YOURSELF and your mental attitudes, you are in
negative territory for healing yourself when under attack
from any outside invaders, be they microbial, intentional
assaults by others, frequency-wave impact, radio-wave

impact or, finally, just staying alive.
Volcanoes erupt; always have and always will—as
long as you have a working planet. Earthquakes
HAPPEN; always have and always will as long as you
have a working planet. Atmospheric phenomena will
happen; always have and always will as long as you have
a working planet. The same with floods, famines,
drought, bugs and other pestilence—including man.
My suggestion? Get prepared, stock up on some
things which can see you through an emergency, prepare
you for being without medication through the pharmacy
or physician care, store some treated water and attend
needs for emergency inconvenience. If you are in
tornado corridor—either move or dig a shelter hole.
How much attention should you give to such as
Gordon Michael Scallion’s non-predictions? Overall in
Earth changes, quite a bit of long-term expectations.
Almost none as to these short and regular flashes in the
pan. At best you can possibly pick up a pattern and that
is about all you can expect. CHANGES ARE TAKING
PLACE CONSTANTLY. Be informed, stay prepared
with some supplies and security facilities and turn
your constant attention to changing the
changeable—man-tampered and -impacted affairs.
You do not have to go straddle the rift fault in Rift
Valley nor the San Andreas Fault in California. You
don’t have to drive INTO a tornado nor do you have to
sit atop an erupting volcano. Especially, you do not need
to build your very dwelling atop any of these Earth faults
and you certainly do not need to CHASE storms to, as
it is called, DARE GOD. No, friends, you continually
“tempt” God to teach you some hard lessons.
I can’t even convince you of that to which you need
to take a stand or when or how to “reach out”. The
airwaves and papers are full of opportunities but those are
not things, seemingly, for your attention.
Yes, we can look at one small article which will
mean almost NOTHING to almost all readers:
[QUOTING:]
LIBYAN AID DRAWS CRITICS
ROAD TOWN, BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS—[H:
How many of you even know the general location
stated there?] Anguilla’s chief minister said three
accepted promises of assistance after an aid-seeking
mission to Libya could see their trip backfire. Osbourne
Fleming said the prime ministers of St. Vincent, Grenada
and Dominica could LOSE ASSISTANCE from traditional
sources such as the United States and Britain.
Dominica, Grenada and St. Vincent SECURED
PROMISES FOR ABOUT $21.5 MILLION IN LOANS,
GRANTS AND DEBT RELIEF FROM LIBYA.
[END OF QUOTING]
Could this actually be in the area of the Caribbean
Sea—you know, right there in the dooryard of the U.S.?
Oh, goodness, could it be? Moreover, what a nice place
for banking outside the typical International Banking
Cartel’s (IBC) ordinary operations which rule the world.
And, oh, no, people, do not jump to incorrect
conclusions: The offshore banks are also largely and
predominantly owned and operated by the IBC.
Could these people use a little “living help”
called, by definition, GAIA? Oh, indeed, as could
Libya. My goodness, has God gone bonkers?
* * *
Now, let’s just take a glance at the fiasco and
stupidity taking place “over there” in Durban, South
Africa over “racism”.
It is recognized that Palestine is “under foreign
occupation” and that can remain in the documents as
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presented. However, all reference and mention of Israel
as a racist nation is removed from any documents.
But, the politicians (“politics”: many ticks. As in poly
ticks.). Well, Armageddon has to happen, DOESN’T IT?
And geographically, where is it supposed to happen?
Please keep your “eyes on the prize”!
So, why aren’t “we” getting everything done and
working? Well, we ARE, friends, in spite of all the
barriers and hurdles put in our pathway. I always have
to respond to you more angry impatient brothers,
however: When are YOU going to get it done?
* * *
I realize that each recipient of any message or of any
article offered or written, will receive it uniquely to self.
Because of this and the totally 100% fact of such
uniqueness we must cover a variety of topics which we
realize will bore some, intrigue some and actually cause
others to turn totally away. We must pursue that which we
KNOW already must be attended in order to move on forward.
Berends just sent a nice e-mail to cheer the soul and
actually cause a bit of attention to what IS. Sometimes
you have to confront the fact that you grow out of the
very appreciation of LIVING AND LIFE ITSELF.
Thank you to whomever started the circulation and
our notice was beyond the little writing but directed to
the e-mail listings—where we noted old and long-missing
acquaintances. When you wonder what has happened
to privacy—check the e-mail lists. [MM: Especially
those still using “tminet.com” as their ISP!]
[QUOTING:]
I WISH YOU DANDELIONS!
When I look at a patch of dandelions, I see a bunch of
weeds that are going to take over my yard. My kids see
flowers for Mom and blowing white fluff you can wish on.
When I look at an old drunk and he smiles at
me, I see a smelly, dirty person who probably
wants money and I look away. My kids see
someone smiling at them and they smile back.
When I hear music I love, I know I can’t
carry a tune and don’t have much rhythm, so I sit
self-consciously and listen. My kids feel the beat
and move to it. They sing out the words. If they
don’t know them, they make up their own.
When I feel wind on my face, I brace myself
against it. I feel it messing up my hair and pulling
me back when I walk. My kids close their eyes,
spread their arms and fly with it, until they fall to
the ground laughing.
When I pray, I say thee and thou and grant me
this, give me that. My kids say, “Hi God! Thanks
for my toys and my friends. Please keep the bad
dreams away tonight. Sorry, I don’t want to go to
heaven yet. I would miss my Mommy and Daddy.”
When I see a mud puddle I step around it. I see
muddy shoes and dirty carpets. My kids sit in it. They
see dams to build, rivers to cross and worms to play with.
I wonder if we are given kids to teach or to learn
from? No wonder God loves the little children!
Enjoy the little things in life, for one day you may
look back and realize they were the big things.
I wish you BIG MUD PUDDLES and SUNNY
YELLOW DANDELIONS.
[END OF QUOTING]
And what do I wish for you? Well, when you have
worn shoes, especially the special ones, note the children
always wanting to dress up and wear them! Are YOUR
shoes worthy of your children’s walking in them?
Salu, GCH
dharma
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Ascended Masters Foretell
Earth’s Glorious Future
[TELOS, Part 2]
P.W.—In 1932 (before the advent of the current
level of censorship we are blighted by), the Los Angeles
Times carried a prominent half-page article reporting on
humanoid entities living below the surface of Mount
Shasta, who were even widely observed to have fire-lit
ceremonies on the “back side” of the mountain.
The reporter/author of the article stressed that these beings
were well realized and commonly discussed by residents of
the several small towns around Mount Shasta. This 1932
article was probably the high point in mainstream press of
the acknowledged presence and reality of these
underground dwellers. Since then, censorship has
encroached (as well as “civilization” around the mountain),
and little publicly heard on this topic. Needless to say,
the surface “ceremonials” have long since ceased.
Present-day Mt. Shasta City is the town actually on
the way up the mountain to the higher reaches. With
probably 200-300 active Lightworkers who are practically
all conversant with the TELOS revelation, the Light is well
anchored and the spiritual activity hums excitedly with
group channelings, guided meditations, healings, and
seminar-type gatherings (such as the Wesak Festival in
May/Taurus) and well-exemplified by the recent full-Moonin-Leo Ascending Hearts Conclave which I just attended.
Early this year when the TELOS book/revelation
reached me and splendidly confirmed my experience
of 25+ years ago, desire started to build for me to be
at Shasta by August 4th (full Moon). Augmented by
such as relayed input from Master Kuthumi that, as
“original contactee”, I should be there; financial
support appeared (even from persons unknown to
me); probably most of all, Mark’s magnanimous offer
(: “Of course you should go—don’t feel rushed to
return—I’ll cover [do all your work] for you—I’m as
anxious to learn what’s happening at Shasta as you
are”, etc.) lit an unquenchable fire in me to go to
Shasta. Since motel expenses were totally out of
possibility, Louise Jones’ (publisher of the TELOS book)
kindly offer to use her home/office as my
headquarters put the icing on my decision-cake.
As the moment drew closer and I heard more and
more about the Ascending Hearts Conclave (Aug. 3-5th)
it became obvious I should attend that—and it was
reinforced when I was offered a half-price ticket
because of my experience/testimonial.
It is a revealing comment on Shasta City that the
Conclave, a truly highly-evolved gathering, was held in
a building in the City Park, in a lovely grove of tall
mountainside trees. The energy, as I walked around
soaking in the shining, vibrant-with-anticipation faces,
was strong and sweet even before the opening
presentation. These attendees seemed to be expecting a
miracle—and they got it. After all, the dawning of the
Seventh Golden Age of Enlightenment is here.
The sponsor, Canadian Craig Russel [www.souljourney.com] had a major surge of inspiration in 1986 on
a pilgrimage to the Greek islands and soon began sharing
presence with and receiving the angel Akasha. To skip
ahead a bit, at Craig’s ending presentation, after hearing
all the others, I had internally tapped-in to my deepest
emotional wells—I cried so deeply and profoundly with

the unspeakable joy of deliverance that, even though I
was momentarily concerned I might be disturbing others,
the fluid flow of joy wasn’t to be stopped.
Everything about the Conclave was so perfect! The
unity (with others as well as The One) was palpably
tangible. It was as if the entire group had been shifted
into the Fifth dimension, where there is no negative of
any sort; there is no denial—because there is nothing
negative existent to need denial. (And this is indeed
where we are irrevocably headed, chillun.)
The several musicians, inspired by the rarified
ambience, lent another fulfilling aspect to the beautiful
tapestry we were seeing and hearing. One song,
performed by the most prominent Native American (a
shaman as well as musician) was introduced as “… this
song will bring reminiscence to all of you.” It reached
so deeply in my profound memories I cried four separate
times as I heard this song. Leonard Eagle Cloud was to
make an even more remarkable contribution to my
incomparable experience—even after the Conclave.
The various presenters (including John Swanson
who sends warm and loving regards to his old friends
the Ekkers) were stimulating and profound. We were
gifted with hearing messages from Sananda, Lord
Michael, St. Germain and Lord Maitreya, who
delivered one sentence certainly worth retelling:
“The time of suffering on this planet is over!”
Since I haven’t been able to review the tapes of
the Conclave (available thru www.souljourney.com) this must be sort of a paraphrased
amalgam of Lord Sananda and Lord Michael:
… the Earth is to become such a showplace it will
be a “favorite vacation spot” for the galaxy (or was it for
this universe)… it will be like a heavenly retreat, once its
surface-dweller culture is merged with the more highlyevolved beings of Light who have now offered (see the
TELOS revelation) their help and unimpeachable thrust to
“bootstrap” us into the Fifth dimension of All Light.
It is becoming prominently evident that the Planet
Earth is key (or “trigger”) to a much larger risingsuccession of events even possibly exceeding singleuniverse scope. (This harks me back to a [ridiculous]
statement by a certain former CONTACT editor-in-chief:
“Earth is just one little planet going through transition—it
has nothing to do with other, larger realms.” ’Nuf said.)
As the 3-day event went on the energy and lovethick-as-honey continued to build. As a comment on
the town as well as the Conclave—never have I met
and experienced with more people that I could, openly
and smilingly full-faced, say “I love you” without any
even tiny reservation or holding back. This feeling,
experienced by all of the several hundred Conclavers,
is what we Earth dwellers (on/in) have in store for
ourselves. We have (finally!) earned it. Don’t
hold back. Open to it and ALLOW it as God
wants us to. We have even now been presented
with the procedure and method of our deliverance,
in black and white. (See the TELOS revelation.)
The widely-acknowledged “hit” of the Conclave was
Patricia Pereira and her presentation of the Arcturians.
After a nine-year struggle to find a publisher, she now
has available the four-volume set The Arcturian
Chronicles, each volume separately titled, the overall
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sub-title being: Intergalactic Seed Messages For The
People Of Planet Earth [Beyond Words Publishing, Inc.,
20827 N.W. Cornell Rd., Ste. 500, Hillsboro, Oregon
97124-9808, 503-531-8700, 1-800-284-9673].
Patricia has been receiving the Arcturians for several
years, and has now so thoroughly merged with them that
she functions as co-author with them. Believe me (and
all the attendees) this lady is profoundly capable in this
task. After her presentation(s) she sold out of books so
fast I was only able to acquire one (#3) volume. I won’t
try to elaborate here, except to say, open any of the
volumes at any page, read one or two sentences and
YOU WILL KNOW the validity of this information
presented by these fifth- and sixth-dimensional beings
now offering their help. May I suggest you order vol.
I—I am confident you will want to experience more of
these Arcturian books. As a note, during the America
West Publishers period (circa 1990), a book was offered
titled We, The Arcturians—and when I read into this
1990 book the Arcturians referred to themselves as
fourth- and fifth-dimensional entities: seeming to indicate
we are seeing examples of evolution in step-by-step
succession. This book also seems entirely valid to me,
but why read a 10-year-old book when the new
Arcturian Chronicles are presenting at a “speed” humanity
needs to come up to. It seems we of Earth are being
plainly offered help from entities/groups we were barely
(certainly I wasn’t) aware of. Please read the TELOS
revelation first, and then you will be wide open to access
understandings of these other entities offering tangible
help at this very time of our budding ascension.
Spearheaded by Commander Hatonn, the Pleiadians
are and have been offering and presenting their help for
years. Come to appreciate the crucial, key role
Commander Hatonn & company present as their
mission—to include financing in tangible, real-time
terms—surely a mighty step forward to bridge the
spiritual/physical gap and provide critically-needed fuel
for our Earth’s progression out of darkness. Open to
the realization of true unity represented by the very
multi-offering of other entities/groups such as
Sirius and many others, from our galaxy and others.
God’s solutions are always the simplest and most
efficient. Consider the simple, efficient method of Earth’s
being helped, coached and guided to ascension by morehighly-evolved entities already resident (in, or) upon this
planet. Of course, Dad wouldn’t have us turn away from
any valid offer of assistance in this grand effort to return
to the Unity of ONE. Think co-operation. Think open and
allowing. Start practicing 5-D thinking: don’t deny—unify!
Dare to begin to contemplate the procession, as
all the elements come into focus, of the Earth’s actual
healing and its (population included) ascension into
the Fifth dimension of All Light. No one can or
could deny it, from here on in (or up). Be sure
you, as the experiencing individual part of God, are
allowing and positively contributing to the
preparation and to our ascension. You have earned
your right to be at/in this magnificent position.
Accept the gift(s) as we, in growing harmony, step
into the exhilarating up-draft toward our ascension.
As the Conclave ended, an interesting phenomenon
occurred: No one wanted to leave! The lawn outside
was crowded with groups, little and big. It was as if the
experience was so precious no one wanted to admit it
was over. In me, I experienced almost a trace of
sadness that this brilliantly-lighted, 3-day moment was
over. My feeling was that after such a dizzyingly-high
moment my emotions must surely be bound to head a
little downhill. Well, Dad’s just full of surprises! Tune
in next week to see what happened the next day.
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